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This report has been prepared for the Trilateral Commission 
and is released under its auspices. The authors, who are 
experts from North America, Western·Europe and Japan, have 
been free to present their own viel'ls. The Commission will 
utilize the report in making any proposals or recommendations 
of its own. It is making the report available for wider 
distribution as a contribution to informed discussion and 
handling of the issues treated. 
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Ener.gv: The Imperative for a Trilateral Approach -- Summary of the R'eport 

John C. Camp bell, ·cuy de Carmoy, Shinichi Kondo 
June 1974 

The Trilateral Task Force Report on the Political and International Implications 

of the Energy Crisis assumes that the, era of cheap and pler.tiful oil is over. 

The ind~strial countries face major problems of adjustQent to ~ncertain energy 

supplies, high costs, and new requirements ii' political relations. Some of 

these problems are immediate; some are for the comin~ decade of continuing dependence 

on Hiddle East oil; some involve planning for the longer run. They can be met n 
successfully only with policies elaborated in concert rather than in competition. , 

,.::.=::::.:::::.__::=::-=:.::=--=:......::.=~="'--- --· . 
In economics our countries must con~end Hith the short a!'d long term effects of 

shortages and price increases on their national economies and on the inten.:atior.al 

trading and monetary system, and the need to make early decisions on the develop-

ment of ne\.; sources of energy. In politics, the trend toward politicization of 

international economic relations Hill be strengthened by the situation of relative 

-scarcity in enerzy. Policies aimed at inducing the producers to keep producing ar.d 

exporting oil will be needed, as will efforts to avert ca~ami.ty in countries unable 

to meet the high price of oil. Above all, the trilate-ral countries r.l~St cope with 

mounting pressures at -home and modify accepted habits and lifestyles, ~<hile avoiding 

destructive competition aworrg themselves :-~~~d preserving their democratic institutions. 

The relative uositions of the three regio~s - Europe is threatened tvith economic 
.. _____ ..: _____ .:_ ______ ' ' 

and financial crisis at a time of po.l~i~_i_<;_~l weakr.ess and- disunity_.- Japan is 
--~ _,___--

highly vulnerable because of its energy dependence. The U.S._;i..S-i-1:'--.il.COmparatively / r 
strong position, but it cannot take refuge .in a policy of self-sufficienc'(_and · ~ .· ~ 

~is,.,Jay unconcern for Europe and Japa~ uithout provoking reactions adverse to al~/ 
.Europe and Japar. cnnr..ot expect U.S. assistance unless they impose strict measures J.Jf 
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,on themselves. Vigorous coordinated action can help them all to reduce ·their 

oil dependence on the Middle East in the next decade. 

The imperative to c.Ooperation suggests a co;r..mon lor..2-rar.ge strategy aP.d the 

basis, including investRent, joir.t research, and gen-erally· agreed targets~ 

(2) Assuring safe and adequate supplies -- Trilateral countries should coordinat.l, 

I inducements to keeping up supplies, and to develop alternative sources. (3) 

policies to maximize bargaining pmver. 'i·lith the_ oiJ,.-exporting states and create 

Emergency sharing -- They should agree nm< on a plan including (a) the definitior) 
. . . I 

of an emergency, (b) stockpiling, (c) conservation, and (d) allocation of supplies. 

(!:) "inance -- The consuming countries should aim .to meet the impact of high I 
oil prices by increasing exports to producers, recycling the. latters' balance-of-! 

payments surplus funds to the cour:tries ~<hich incurred the deficits, and providink 
I 

help to those threatened uith financial collapse. (5) Sharir.l'( of technology and 
1 
I 

I 

joint R & D Governments must promote an extensive sharing of technology designed 
i 
I 

to increase efficiency and.develop neu energy sources. Priorities in research have 
i 
I 

to be established on the main lines of effort in developing sources of energy fori 

the post-oil age •. 

In their relations Hith oil-producir.s countries, the consumil"!g countries must 

try to build a continuing relationship in uhich both sides have a stake. This 

collaboration should look ahead to the time \·rhen the oil age fades out. Bilateral 

deals or regional approaches should take place 1orithin an agreed strategy serving 

' 
the interests of the trilateral countries as a \>hole. On political matters, a 

greater accornmodation of approaches to such questions as the Arab-Israeli conflict or 

~-_) 



arms sales to Persian Gulf states ;rould cor.tribute to harmonizing oil policy uith 

political and military objectives. The Niddle East states. should be encouraged to 

vi eH their S>il policies in the broader eo~ text of ·security and cooperatior.. 

In .their reletions t·1i th the U. S. S. R. ar.d China, the Trilateral countries should 

explore the possibilities of obtaining increased erergy supplies from them >Thile 

· a~oidir..g any substar~tial dependence oP. them. The high costs ard risks involved shou 

be ~<eighed ·against comparable investments elseHhere. In their relations Hi th the ~ " . . 

LDC 's, the developed countries should join in measures, to tJhich the oil-producing )f~ 
countries should also contribute, t? help the poorest nations threatened Hith disas9er 

by price increases in oil and other essential products. 

A master strategy is needed to set broad lires of policy for the trilateral 

~
countries 

, the OECD, 

on the er.ergy proDlem. ·An energy agency,. logically or.e associated Hith 

is required for consultation ·and cobrdination of policies. 
~--- ... 
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ENER(,Y: THE IHPERATIVE FOR A TRILATERAL APPROACH 

First Report of the 
· Trilateral Task Force on the Political 

ar.d 
International Implications of the Energy Crisis 

I. The Scope of the Problem 

The energy· crisis confronting the' r:ations of Hestcirr. Europe, 

North Auerica .:1nd Japan is both specific and general, ir:tmediate and 

long-range. In its simplest and most urgent form it Concerns the 

shortages of supply and the staggering increases in the price of oil 

tvith ~..;rhich each country has had to contend within the past year. Hore 

.broadly, it has to do clith shocks Hhich these developments and our 

governments 1 attemptS tO COpe Hit!J them may inflict OD the t;orld 1 S 

monetary and trading system. And in the longer run the crisis poses 

:fundamental questions abOut hmv our expanding industrial societies, 

which ·in the past quarter century have been fuellecl increasingly by cheap 

and plentiful oil, uill fare in the conir.g decade Hhen oil supplies are 

neither cheap nor secure, and in the more distant future when they have 

virtually disappeared. 

The Har of October 1973 in the Niddle East and its accompaniment 

·of embargoes, cutbacks in oil production, and rises in price did not. 

create the energy problem. These events speeded up trends already 

visible, gave them a sharp political· t;1is t, and revealed with merciless 

clarity the vulnerability of the industrial countries. It ~<as evident 

that these countries could not go on indefini_tely at the rate at uhich 

their consumption of energy had been expanding since 1950; that expansion 
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would have had to come mainly from imported oil,'its availability 

uncertain and its price inordinately high. 

The pervasive influence of the energy r.risis on the entire fabric: 

of national and international economic life will inevitably have political-

_consequences and will require hard political decisior.s, Hence the 

importance, for the governments and peoples of the Trilateral countries, 

of seeing the magnitude and scope of the problem. \-/hen they see it, '"e 

believe they will find no viable alternative to a· common approach. 

This Report first examines the economics of the future energy 

picture, then the politics of it, and finally makes some proposals. 

These proposals are not a panoply of detailed policy recommendations. 

He considered it more important at this stage to establish common 

purposes and set the general directions for policy. 

A. Economics 

It is useful to distinguish twc; time perspectives, one for the 

next ten years or so, and the other running to the end of the century 

and into the next. 

In the first period the economy of the industrialized Trilateral 

region as a whole will continue to be dependent on oil imports from OPEC 

(Organization of Oil Exporting Countries) sources. Our societies are 

based on high energy consumption. They cannot suffer a drastic drop in 

available supply or stagnation in the rate of energy grol>lth <rithout 

serious economic and social consequences. Against this structu.ral demand 

there is. an insufficiency of reliable supply, since a critical part of 

l 
·' 



thei.:r•- currert supply is suUjecc, to Jecisiors or access ar.d or price ~·!:--tich are 

-out of their cortrol ar.d car: ~.".:! arbitr2rily made. Because substitute sources 

I 
of ~upply Hill take ye.J.nJ to ~_;.:~velop, t~1~~ period of coPtir:>ued depet'der.ce i·ii.J-l 

·last '1 .. r..to the. .L9gr)s, for virtu:-d.Ly all thQ Trilateral courtrfes ar.d beyor:d 

1985 for r.10st of them. 

I The i·JOrld 's supply of oi.l ·:_s sufficieP.t to net~t all tmport rciqtd.rerae:nts 

over the r.ext ter~. years. Thc;r,__~. could ever he a poter.ti?l .::>urplus, provided the 

OPEC countries con tir:ue to e):~)or t arc! the cor"'!Sur:lirp; cour. tri(!s -take eff ec: tive 

r...e.asures of corservatioP. ard successfully -pursue the developn2Pt of oil ir Por.-

OPEC cou:rtries as ~vell as of othe.r sources of er:ergy. Hhether imports are 

adequate will largely deperd 0!1 the policies of OPEC courtries, whicl1 will be 

determired hy such factors as r-eed for rever:ue, the price trer._d·, ievestraer.t 

opportu~ities ard political rnotivatior. 

The rna;:r,r..itude of the art:.:::ipated gap deper._ds also or hmv or.e es.timatcs the. 

growth ir requirements for i~poited oil. Projectior.s made in the early 1970s, 

based on. what had beer r.orrnal 1·.~1tes of ;;rot-Jth iro er:ergy co_rsur;-J.ptior durirg the 

tHo previous de.caJes, set U.s: _requirenePts if' 1985 ir. the vicir:ity of 13 

rnillior bairels per day, West2rr E~rope's at al,out 23 millioe, ard Japa~'s at 

about 11. million.. All· three. r.-::;',iors, ir.. those circumstar:ces, ":·.r.ould be 

ircrcasiegly ar:d critically c{Q~J~:!Pdert or· iTilports, i:\7hich h·ould have to come. 

mainly from the Middle East. As a result of experiarce ard further study si1~ce 

' the autumr. of 1973, such Projc.ct'i.ors car. be revise9 to take accourt of 

anticipated corservatioP, greater efficiency in energy use, ircreased domestic 

oil and gas productio~, import substitut~on, and higher prices. Much more car be 

accomplished hy such mQasures .lp the l!r:i ted States, hm~·ever ~ thap ir Europe or 

Japan. T~e U.S. import requircnePts might he reduced to le·ss thar 5 milliOl' 

h/d, perhaps as little as 3 milli.or', by 1985 or ever hy 1980. Hesterr. Euro e'-i: · 

imports \\7ouJ.d sti.ll he betiveer l :) ard ~0 million b/c:, 2rd Jo.pnr 's h<;tveeP 9 & 10 millio 

The que.st_ior of pric-e may be cvep nore difficult, for the drastic ri::;e. 
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ir prices d~termived by OPEC at the erd of 1973 iP.evitably. upset the.ecor.onic 

equilibrium of the corsumirg countries ard foreordaiped a massive transfer 

of financial assets, and thus of economic power, from them'to the oil-

producing countries. The anticipated additional oil bill, for 1974 alo~e, 

>eill be abuut 840 to $50 bil-lion for the industrial countries and $10 ' 

billion for the developing countries unfortunate ef'ough not to be exporters 

of oil. The effects on the international monetary system, on currency 

valu'es 1on rates of inflation, on food and fertilizer production, and on 

living standards are impossible to calculate but bound to impose strains 

of an unprecedented character. 

Looking uell beyond the immediate problems and those of the next decade, 

He can see the end of the hydrocarbon age. The date cannot be fixed 

because the size of ne\·1 discov.eries of oil and gas cannot be predicted, 

but with consumption outrunning additions to proved reserves the haPdwriting 

is on the. ~<all. The t<orld must be prepared, accordingly, to make the 

transition 30 or 40 years hence to an economy based primarily on coal (and 

its derivatives) and on rouclear pOHer. The goal Hill be to reach, Hithout 

a disastrous gap, the age Hhen abundant renet·1Bhle en~rgy is available for 

the \<arld 's use through ne,.; methods such as br.eeder reactors, controlled 

nuclear fusion, or hareessin~ the pot·ler of the sun. The conditioning 

factors for supply of energy over the long term are investment, technology, 

~1'-"'l:;~t. J and ecology, ~d the initial decisions have to be made no;;. 

The economic problems may seem simple -- hm; to restrain demand and 

maximize supply at tolerable cost and Hhere to put investment in alternatives 

to oil --but in fact are complex because they combine short, medium, and 

' 
long-tern cor.siderations and at the same time involve a balancing of 
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financial, technological and other factors. They «ill require on the part 

of our goverrmerts considered aP.d far-reachi~g decisions, Hilich should serve 

to prOQOte interratioPal irterests rather thart Qerely to satisfy their sl1ort-

term r..atior:.al iP.terests·. 

B. Politics 

In the necessary effort to bring the twrld. through the next decade 

and on to,:,ard the age of nuclear energy «ithout major upheavals, the 

c 

advanced industrial societies of North A.'llerica, Europe and Japan have a deep 

involvement and ·special res.ponsibilities. Hith economies \Vhich are inter-

dependent and political interests uhich in the past have been compatible. 
. ' 

and mutually supporting, thf-!Y have an. overriding concern with tll.e good 

health of their relations among themselves and t·Tith the preservation of a 

'"orkable trading system and an effective internati_onal monetary structure, 

both of which are already under stress. 

It seems clear that internatior~al economic relations, '\·7ith a Strong 

·a.ssist from the energy ·-crisis, ~vill take .on. an ir.creasingly ·political. 

character. This is already apparent in the rel~tions between oil-co~suming 

and oil-producing states. The private oil companies, ,;here they have not 

already been talten over, can ~o longer make decisions on such matters as 

hoH much they Hill produce in the latter states or at>Jhat price. The 

governments of consuming countries do not have much to say about those 

matt€rs either, b_ut they knoH now that ho\v to-g.et oil is their problem and 

. that they have to deal ,:,ith it both in discussions Hith each other and in 
I. 

negotiat~ons witlt producing states. 
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HoH are the OPEC: members, mainly the big P8rsian Gulf producers, to 

be persuaded to keep up the supplies of oil? All of them kno;T that their 

oil reserves are' finite. They Hill decide for themselves on the rate at 

\Vhich they use them up. Some, Hi th major ecor~o1:1ic developrnen t programs, 

may prefer a high level of oil exports in order to maintain a high level 

of income.. Others, Hi th smaller populatio-ns and' less a..abitious pro grans, 

may be reluctant to push production beyond the point which meets their 

own needs for money income. Some may restrict production in order to 

nrolong the life of their reserves. All Hill wish to keep prices up. 

And some may wish at one time or an-other to determine policy on production 

and export of oil on essentially political grounds, The.partial relaxation 

of Arab embargoes and production cutbacks early in 197!, Has tactical rather 

than strategic; the Arab oil-producing states have said that they Hill use 

the 11oil 'iveapon 11 again if they find it necessary. 

Similarly in the case of relations with the less developed countries 

1;hicb are not oil-producers; the effects of the energy crisis Hill bring 

governments of the Trilateral countries, by choice or by circumstance, into 

increasing involvement in international economic relatio~s. The rise in 

oil prices threatens the 'vor~d 's poorer countries ~vith economic ruin, aP..d 

resultart social arc! political upheaval. They vill seek to avert such. 

a disaster by mobilizing political pressure on the rest of the Horld 

·for massive concessioral aid and by trying to apply the OPEC method to 

ary valued rm; materials they themselves may have. The developed countries 

at~d t!1e rm~yly rich oil-producers 'I;·Iill have to make basic political decisioP.s 

or.· ·Hh<tt to do about it. 
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Th~ erid of the era ·af cl1eap acd ple~tiful energy is ncls·t striking, 

uerhaps, in its impa2t withj_n our own countries. One ca~t:ot predict 

ho\J far-reacl1infl the economic and social effects will be~ Inflation, 

i.r.dustrial slm.rdm·n: ar.d unemployment nay bring social unrest, further loss 

of: confidence ~n gover::ments, ard_ political disorder. Hhat is more easily 

predictable is ·that urder these multif.1rious disl.ocations and Pr~Ssures the 

lines ~etween private decision and public control, betweeD the freedom 

of individuals to live their o,;n lives, and the social requi.rement for 

rationality and equity in the use of scarce resources, wil·1 come under 

st·rain. These are practical rather than philosophical questions. They 

' ' 
YJill challenge the ability of our societies to maintain_ de8ocratic 

institutions and the, essentials of free enterprise-necessary to ar~ 

efficient economy. 

Over the long run the er.ergy problen poses fur.dn8e:'ntal questions 
I 

I 
about rates of growth, conservation of resources,, the balnrce b~tween 

econo~ic and .environmental values, and the creation or ref~shioning of 

·institutional structures adequate to the challer.ge of neH d:::!::lands. Hith-

in national economies, under pressure of high-cost energy, governments. 

and peoples· Hill have to take decisions on allocati6n of rc~ources, on 

priorities among different forms of ·production and ~ubsidies to inyestmebt, 

on revampin_g of transportation systems, on-· patt2rns of location for 

industry, public services, and housing. 

These are, in the common view, problems of domestic policy, and we 
c 

do not. pretend to judge hoH each country Hill succeed ir. dealing Hith them. 

But the li~e betvTeen domestic _and foreigi'! policy' -is unclear, ar.d the 

• inclination is always present to have the cost paid by so~eone else. At 
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such a-time it vill require extraordinary leadership on the part of govern

ments, as ~;ell as extraordinary public' understanding and discipline,· to 

avoid seemingly simple solutions Hhich promise, ir. the short- run, more 

imported oil or higher exports or a cheaper currency. Fo"r such a course 

will lead only to destructive competition in scr&~bling for oil, pushing 

exports and shutting off imports, and devaluing currencies. 

It is hard to avoid the conclusion that,the greatest-challenge of 

the energy crisis lies in the relations among the developed nations of 

the Trilateral region. Thus far it has done more to disrupt the European 

Community than to pull it together. Restrictive measures taken by Italy 

under severe economic pressure may be follo~<ed by similar rooves by other 

states·, setting in motion a serious disintegrating trend in the E.E.C~ 

Energy questions have also strained Europe's and Japan,.s relations Hith 

the United States. Unless these nations can establish the necessary 

cooperatiofl ~vith each other, they can. hardly be effective. in dealing 

'dth the rest of the Horld, the oil-producing countries especially. In 

order to have a realistic basis for such collaboration, it is r.ecessary 

to see ·Hhat the respective- positions of the different Trilateral countries 

are and Hhat are the factors of competition and of common interest to 

be taken into account. 

C. Relative Positions.of the Three Regions 

.The balance among the three regions should be conceived first of 

all in terms of energy resources, but also in terres of political and 

military influence, economic and monetary strength, and technological 

capabilities. 
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The position of North f.snerica is relatively strorg. The UDited 

St~ttes and Car;ada have very large potential resout·ces (oil, ~atural gas,· 
. ( . 

co.:tl, oil shale, tar, sands) ':·Jhich if d2velored could pro4tt,ce cr.er.gy ,.,iell 

beyond their O'>·m needs. The United States_\.Jill not· be critically dependent 

OI! ?'1iJdle East oil, Hhich made up or:ly 6 percent of primary energy cnnsump-

tion in 1973, unless it allows the ,\vhole of its increment in energy groHth 

to come from that source. It has the natural resources, tl1e financial 

I 
meaDs, the technological capacity and prcsumablv the political will to 

hccome virtually self-sufficient in energy by 1985 and to remain so, 

The net suppler:1.entary cost of the oil imports mciy amount to $10 billion in 

1974~· but the bal~nce of current account with the oil-producing cou~tries 

R-1Y be runeing tl_;e other \~Tay Hi thir: a year or tHo because of thelr 

desire for Aserican goods ar.d the attractiveness of t~le American market 

f(_?r long-term investne-r.ts. The dollar is er1ergJng from the e.ne.rgy cri-sis 

~::>tronger thar. before.. 

Ca~ada is roughly self-sufficien.t in energy r.ow (imports of oil to 

'"'stern Canada in the past Here generally matched by exports from <Jestern 

Canada) and likely to remain so. \·ihen Alberta's cor.ventional oil sou tees 

begin to taper off, they Hill probably he more than replaced hy oil and 
' 

?'.8.s frofil the Artic, and eventually, oil from the Athahasca tar sar.ds. 

Canadian governments of ,;hatever political stripe are likely to he 

d2veloping a national energy policy carefully attuned to Canada'S needs, 

' 
ar:d to be c.hary of any rapid-. exploitation of its resourcc.s by foreigr. 

c~pital largel_y for foreign markets. 
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The L'r:ited States is the. strong partner in the Atlantic allim:ce 

and in its se.curity arra~~ements ;;dth Japan. Its naval pouer in the 

1-feJite-rrar.ean and the Indian Ocear. is the only nilit.ary counterHeiRht 

to Soviet pm-1er ir: ·those are~s. It is the· main supplier of ar·ms to Israel, 

.Jordan, Iran, and other HidJle East countries and is regarded by a number 

of those states as a mainstay of their security. The United States als~ 

has coesiderable political and diplomatic leverage in the Arau-Tsraeli 

conflict through its influence with both sides. Although its policies 

of support for Israel have ter.ded if) the. past to underr:tine. its relations 

~·~ith _the Arab states, iP.cluding the oil-proJucers, its success in arranging 

ir.terio settlements betHeen that country and Egypt and Syria has strengthened 

its positio~ in the area as a lrl1ole. 

Hestern Europe is in a much Heaker position~ both polit~cally ar:d 

in respect of er.e.rgy. Altho.ugh the E.E.C. functioES as a cornmon trad~n~

unit, it lac:ks strocg political institutions. Neither the Comt-:-t~nity 

nor its 11enilier states have sign.ificant military influehce in the tfiddle 

East; They have an interest in a peaceful settlement of the Arab-Israeli 

conflict hut have n~t been able to play an effective part in bringing 

it about through negotiation. 

The dominant fact of Hestern Europe's energy situation is its 

dependence on Hiddle East oil (60 percent of OECD Europe's primary energy 

consumption in 1.973). This proportion may be somewhat reduced in the next 

. decade through the develop1~er.t of North Sea oil ar.d gas and the pursuit · 

of strict and consistent policies on the use of energy, but it is doubtful 

that deperidence _on ext~rnal supplies will he brought below 45 percent by· 

19R5.· This relatively Heak position is accentuated by the absence of a 

com;-;1.on energy -policy in· the E.E.C. and hy the tendency o,f individual 
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~over~me~ts to net o~ their owri i~ natters cruci~l to eac!1 otJ1eis' welfare. 

o~e has th<:.:refore to cor:.:;idc.r sepa.r'atelv the oositior~s anc! policies of 

i~dividu~l Europe~n cou~tries. 

I 

Creat Dritalr: ~1rd tlte Federal Re?ub}.i'c of GerDar:y are about 50 

1 - f-. . . percer:t se r-su t1c1ert lr pri~ary erergy.co~sumptiori, while France ard 

ltalv are about SO perce~t de0erder:t. Britair: will have difficulty in 

the next few years ir: meeting its oil i2port bill at a time of serious 

balance-of-payments difficult-ies ar.d ur:certairty over contir.ue.d meRbership 

in E.E.C., hut its longer-term prospects are favorable because of North Sea 

oil ar:d gas .. G2rmany, at least ir. the short term, can balance its trade in 

s.pite of the. hir,h cost of oil thar.ks to its formidable e;<port poter.tial and 

large monetary reserves; but Germany oay lose export rnarkrits as. other 

countries take Jefe~sive.measures to n~ctect t~eir own industries nnd 

nay for imported oiJ .. 

France is faced \d th ].<1r?.<2 trade deficits, is invc:st:f.r.g heavily in 

nucJ.car plants, ard ~1as resorted to su~starti.a·l external horto~ing. Its 

positior. is esser.tially ueak despite sc:::e P?Sitive ele;Tte.r:ts such as 

' conparat:ively· l3.rge gold ·reserves (·:~·hich Hill jump if there is a revaluation 

nt or arou::J the r:-,arket price), heavy sales of a.rrJs to oil-producinp, 

cour.tries, En~d a pro-Arab foreigr. policy that r.light Hin special favors. The 

pli~ht of Italy is tlte most serious. C~able to stop the drair o~ its 

balance-of-payments despite heavy borrm-iir;g, it has ir.troduced import 

restrictions to the detriment of its part~ers in E.E.C. as a short-term 

palliatiV-2 fl1easure. Italy's fundar"!""le:r:tal prohlems renain unsolved, and i.ts 

situatio~ is lil:ely t·o -get '~orse. 

Europe thus faces a bleak prospect. The increase in its oil import 
' 

bill for 1974 is estima.ted at $22 billion. Hith the exception of Germany 
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and perhaps the Netherlands, the E. E. C. countries face the alternatives 

of (a)· accepting a marked depreciation of their currencies, (b) resorting 

to external borrowing at unprecedented levels, or (c) reducing 

.drastically their imports of energy and of non-essentials. They will 

probably combine all three, and the end result could be· a monetary 

collapse. 

Japan is more dependent than Western Europe as a whole on external 

supplies of energy -c about 75 percent of domestic consumption. All of 

~ 
its petroleum is imported, over 8 0 percent of it from the Middle East. 

Thus Japan is the most vulnerable of all the industrial nations and does 

,not expect the major international oil companies to. be able to guarantee 

the needed volume of supplies. High prices for oil (the import bill is 

likely tp increase by $8-10 billion in 1974) have already led to a 

weakening of the previously strong trading position, depreciation of the 

currency, and a further rise in inflation. Its ability to continue meeting 

' 
its oil bill will depend oll\its long-range export possibilities and on the 

survival of the world free trading system. Japan will try to develop its 

domestic energy resources, principally nuclear energy, as well as to 

diversify its external sources of supply, but it cannot escape from its 

position of dependence 61'\ and vulnerability to overseas supply. Therefore, 

it is vitally important for Japan to maintain and develop cooperative 

relations with oil-producing countries. However, Japan has not held 

such political and military leverage in the Middle East as have the United 

States and, in lesser degree, some of the Western European countries. 

For an·y and all of the oil-consuming countries, the prospect of 

massive exports to producing countries is very attractive, as is the 

idea of .getting back as investm"nt the funds they pay out for oil. They 

are, however, in competition with each other in exports and in attracting 
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investrn.ents, and those in the stror.p,Gr positions are likE7lY to have the 

advantage. Thus the United St2tes has an edge in the selling of arms,. for 

r~asnns of tecl1~ology and political. i~fluence. Cernany and Japan have tlte 

best possibilities for selling equip_Elcr;t. And investr.1er:t.s of oil .l7tOney 

fror:1 the ~·1it!dle East are more likely to flOT,-1 to America or Germariy rather· 

than to countries \Vith Heaker curre·ncie.s and dimmer prospects. The absence 

of strong European institutions,mainly an economic ar.J monetary union, 

works against the recycling of funds to Ettrope. 

This factual picture of differi~g economic and financial positions 

of the countries and regions of tl1e Trilateral area must be understood 

both for its political reality and for its disturbing implications. For 

some years ahead the United States, Car!ad.l, and later Great Britain will 

feel a certain confidence in the possession of energy resources ,.,,hich the 

other will r.ot have. Germany and. J.1pan may have com;;er:satir.g advantages 

i11'the competitive _strength of their econo::1ies. Inten.sive competitior:, 

if it is uncor:;Jrollecl, can turn out very hadly. for those in a ~..feaker 

position. Cor:1petitio;o should therefore be natched by cooperation. 

Cooperation, of course, has its limits; for example, it cannot 

determine '\.Jhere Arab investors will put their mor..ey or to 'Hhom private 

hankers Hill make loans. The s~ronger countries "~·ill not be inc.lined to 

engage in an unendii.1G series, of operatior.s to rescue the weaker. Yet all 

have a stake in the survival of all, and in the survival of a viable 

economic order in the world. The United States could not he indifferent 

to a monetary collapse i~ Europ.e. In the frame~-1ork of a lor.g-tcm approach 

whiclt makes sense for all, 'which offers a constructive alternative to the 

ur~certainty and vulnerah:i_lity of th2. period immedia.tely ahead, it becor.1es 
I .· .. 
,.__.;' 

I 

.J 
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politically possible and indeed necessary for the stronger economies to aid 

the \·7eaker, provided the latter, through cor.servation of energy and in 

other ways, are pulling .tl1eir ~eight and not merely ~e~ti~g a free ride. 

II. The_ ~:eed for Cooperation 

The Trilateral countries should go fon.vard tog_~_ther in a 

joint cormnitment to develop energy aLd to meet its hi~h 

cost, Hith a plar: covering the next 20 years OF so. They 

will not succeed if they have conflicting strategies.· 

The energy problem requires not only a series of defensive measures 

1 against sl1ortage, dislocation, inflation, and the excesses of economic 

nationalism, but also a positive strategy Hhich sets priorit_ies and as·sures 

the rational, long-ter~ development of erergy resources in ways compatible 

Hith denocrntic freedoms. HRrket forces, \.;ill provide much of the motive 
~ 

power, but it is necessary to set the CGr:text 'Hithin h'hich private 

decisior~s on investmer..t, for exar~ple, can be made and market forces car! 

operate to the best advantage. The overall strategy must take the form of 

public policy based on the conscious choice ar:d dedicated effort of 

governments and peoples, first of all a~ong the advar:ced industrial nations 

but Hith full cor.sideration for the interests of other nations and an open 

invitation for their cooperation. 

At the Hashington conference of February 1971, the countries of the 

three regions (except France) agteed on the need for 11a comprehensive actior. 

program to deal' Hith all facets of the Horld energ;r situati.on by coOperative 

measures." Based qn that agreement a coordinating group ';·/aS established' 
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and work goes forward in the O.E.C.D. a1~d in ~cl hoc workirg groups. It is 
. __ , 

r.ot our purpose here to revie~·l or to judge this Hark ir. it's preser~t early 

s~nges. This report, wilJ. conce~trnte on tl1e overall approach to the 

problem, the need to establish long-tcrT:i goals, A;~d the specific fields 

ir which early and effective ~ction is essential. 

The consuming countries ,should inter.sifv and Coordinate 

tl1eir efforts for the more efficient use of energy, settinR 

Specific targets ar.d uorking out plar.~ for ir.vest2er:t, 

technology and public policy to achieve the::1. 

W~ stress this subject both for its promise of actual results and for 

its irilport.:mt psychological eff(..>.cts. AVoiG.ance of v;aste ar.rl increasir:g 

ef£ icicncy' in the use of energy are rr1ar~d2.tory in an ap;e of scarcity- and 

ltigh cost, when ITany systens and methods unattractive at earlier prices 

become feasible and desirable. i-,luch can be done 'i~·ithout changir..g life-

styles, and more can be done 'iYi th some changes • Extravagance in· personal 

consumption is .r.o essential att.rihute of a free society; indeerl, to trim 

~ unnecessary fat r:wy have social as Hell as economic benefits. Economic 

incentive \.;rill provide the nain motivation, but_ governmentS "tvill have to set 

priori ties for the use of energy, limit the con~.m:nption .of certain goods; 
. ' 

engage in planninr;, pass legislation,.and vote· funds in such fields as 

mass transit .. 

He should recognize· that the, co~sur:q:>tior1 of er.ergy cannot b"e expected 

or perr.titted to grm.J exponentially, as it has in the pnst, at a rate Hhich 

,_ .. "ould project a doublin~ of U.S. domatod bet~;een 197() ntod 1985, and a 
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doubling again by 2000, and even higher rates of grovrth for Europe and 

Japan. Holding do,:vn demai""]d for energy is one. of the surest Hctys, ui thin 

its limits, of coping with the problem of supply. Some measures can he 

taken at once, without heavy investment. In other cases, investment in 

efficiency of use will lle much less thad the investment in a corresponding 

increase in supply. Conservation is also a method ~-Jhich gives rise to a 

minimum of international controversy and can induce habits of cooperation. 

Improvements in energy efficiency should be widely applicable in indus.try, 

transportation, housing, and ..electric power production, uith much of the 
' 

cooperation carried out by private firms and research organ.izations. 

Joint res2arch sltould go forward with both puhlic and private support. 

Obviously, demand cannot be. cut· in the sar:1e precise proport;ions in 

each country. Geographic, economic and ·social factors cliff er. Japan· is 

under greater pressure to save energy than the United States or Canada, 

but has J.ess margin for ci"oir.g so. Ten percent saving from past lev.els of 

consumption is within reach of all. Although formal interr.ational 

agreement or~ fixed star~dards o.f conservation 'h1ou.ld ·be hard to attain ar.d 

probably .not necessary, goverr.nents should n·evertheless set s;enerally 

agreed targets, '\vhich HOuld not necessarily be th2 same for each country.· 

Hithout roughly comparab.le levels of .effort it ""ill be difficult to have 

an effective sharing of suppli~s in an emergency. 

2. Assuring_ safe and adequate suonlies 

To assure adequate supplies, our-nations will have to f:in"d 

the most effective corabination of bargaining nmver and 

.. ~ . 
I . 

·.~ 
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of OPEC oil over the next decade, ,acd Hill have to take 

' the Trilateral countries themselves. ------

Here there is a double set of proble.-cs. The first involves measures 

to develop sup?li.es ·Hi thin the Trilateral 0.rea itself and in areas deemed 

relatively safe from interruption. The second involves doing what is 

possible to assure the continued floH of oil from the principat exporting 

cour.tries r.mv member:s of OPEC. The t~-·o problems are. related in that 

progress to1vard self-sufficiency and ir. broadening the base of supplies 

narro~-1s the warket for OPEC oil and may increase the incentives for 

continuing to supply it. Yet economic bargaining· power 6n the consumer 

side 1-iill still be liwited Ol.'Jirg tb the qu2-si-monopoly position of- the 

producers. Tlte consuming countries sltquld offer all the i~centives they, 

reasonably can., such as tl1e sale of capital equipme~t and technical skills 

f_or development programs, or ie ir.vest::1ent projects outside r:ational 

borders for those like Saudi Arabia \·i"i th ipcome-earning capacity surplus 

-to their own ne~ds for development. 

Such arrangements cannot guarantee the. continued flo~.J of oil imports, 

especially if political developments in the ~fiddle East brir.g Arab states 

once more to the use of the "oil Heapor!". The consumers Hill have the 

best chance of coping with all contingencies if they maintain solidarity 

?.mong themselves hoth to set the franework of cooperatior._ 'i.·lith the producing 

states and to face cUtbacks and cmbarr:oes if and v1hen they are impOsed. 
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The producing states should know that to cause economic breakdo;,~'TI in the 

industric·J.l countries by \Yithholdir:g supplies or by sky-high prices cannot 

be in their own interest) and that economic relations must be see~ in the 

context of overall political and security interests on both sides. 

In the ir.terest of larger and more diverse supplies, the consuming 

countries, and in particular their oil companies, should look to the 

possibilities of e:-:ploratior. ar.d development of oil e1nd gas i~ such areas 

as offshore Asia, Africa, and, South America, where the political hazards 

may b~ loHer than in the Niddle East. Joi~t projects involying a number 

of governr.1ents and c~mpanies, h?orking ~;ith the sovereign local govert~ments) 

might be the most promising approac!1. With Venezuelats conse~t, a major 

endeavor of this kir:d to develop oil froro1 thr= Orir~oco tar belt could be a 

hoon to tl1e world oil Sllpply of tl1e future. 

Hithin the Trilateral area those countries Hith _significant etlergy 

resources should develop them_. The.re ~.ri.ll be a COT:lr:.1on i1:terest ir. havir.:g 

tl1e United States move al1ead with coal productio~) coal gasification a~d 

liquefaction, oil shale, and additional oil and- gas; Canada with hydro~ 
' -

electric pmver, Arc tic gas, and tar sar~Js; Dri ta-in and Fon-;ay with North Se.:! 

oil and gas; and all Hith nuclear energy·. Hhatever increases the total 

supply shoulU benefit the entire cotJ.munity.. There will be a COliHnon 

interest also in pursuir.s sone of ·the.se er:deavors ir.. joint projects 

involvinz, for example, European and Japanese participation in development 

of coal resources in the United States, Canada and Australia, or U.S., 

European, and Japanese participation in the development of Canada's tar 

sands. 
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The Ur.ited States, _ca·nada ar;d Great Britain, ·primarily concerned ~.;rith 

use of their resources ·in the lir,ht of their m.vn long-term needs, nay be 

reluctant to include others or to make comm~tmeP.ts regardir:g future 

export of the product. He believe, however; that they should all m; out-· 
t 

side participation in the development of resources and free marketiP.g 
' 

of energy products, especially since the resentmertts fed by uP.ilateralism 

and dog-in-the-manger policies \-lould adversely affect the spirit and 

practice of cooperation among the consumer countries • 

. 'I · ·The need for investment in all kinds of energy over periods up to 20 

~~years is such that cooperation for reducing costs is essential, aJCd _joint 

· 'j planning is required. to assure coordiration of long-range policies .. One 

. cardinal point in respect of supply is that the ir.dustrial countries, haviP.g 

made the decision to develop high-cost enerr;y as the alternative to and 

eventual replacement ·for inported oil, have to stick Hith their decision. 

They canr.ot relax, ~vithout heed for the r.wrrmv, at times -.:·:her; the oil is 

· flm.•dn~ in. Those \·:ho ur.dertake the investments must have assurar.ce 

that the projects Hill go on and the products vlill be marketed, even if the 

oil-producing states should drop their price belm1 that level. 

3. ~har.ing in an er..er.gency 

Our governments shaul(d be prepared for a sitUation of 

enforced scarcitv, and therefore should agree on (a) 

the conditions which Will constitute an emergency; 

(b) a stockpiling pro~ra"1; (c) emerge,.,cy productio" plaP.s; 
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(d) snecial conservation measures ar.<i_~"!_ylar. for 

the allocation of S~I_E_2~l!cs 

The experience in 1973-1974 shot·led that Hhen an eme1~gency occurs it 

is too late to est~blish an effective sharing plan. The private companies 

'did well in the distributibn of available supplies, but tl1ey did ~ot 

seek that authority and do not Har..t it in the futurea.· To make a plan 

for the next such shortage is a concrete, feasible and necessary task Hhich 

governments can perform no~v .. 

The sharing plan should be based on need, taking into accou~t both 

consumption and import patterns a If t:-.e e.1nergency is marked by enbargoes 

or other discrimination on the part of producing countries in supplying 

oil, the sharing pla.n sho:Jld have the_ effect of ·sprea,.1ir.G on a.n agreed 

I basis the consequ~nces of 

\ further measures limiti~g 
such ur..ef}ual trentment, even at the risk of 

the total supply. That idea may be difficult" to 

apply in practice, but it should be accepted as a guidi~g prir'lciple. If 

tl1e opposite concept of go-it-alone prevails in this field of e~ergy pol.icy, 

it will surely prevail in others as well. 

4. Tl1e financial imnact 

institutions 1vill be needed to sunnleoent the banki123_ 

system in meeting the i;r:pact of ir.c.Leased oi.l_rrices 

on the economies of consuming cotJntr{es and on tl1e 

intercational mo~etary and trade structur~. 

Heet.ir.g the. higher- cost of imported oil is both ar: i;:u:tedio te ar.d a 

long-term problem. It has no easily discernible solut·ior... Short-:-term 
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borro~-Jing m.1y get .some importing cour.tries through their immediate fir.ancial 

crises but nercly ·puts off the day of reckoning. InduStrial societies ca~t:ot 

cut oil imports clrasticall.y to fit tl1~ir pocketbool~s beca1Jse the sl1ock to 

' ( . . tne.1r economles·Hould reduce still further their ability to pay. They 

-Hill do Hhat the.:·..' c<J.;; do to ir.crease exports to producing cour.tries, 'but 

even the most rapid increases of ir:1ports by OPEC cour:tries must lag far 

behind the explosive growth of their export earnings. In trade, as in 

t . " 1' " f 1 f d ·h ' h ' . • • . . ne recyc lng o. surp us .up~ s L rougn t elr lnvesLi!len~.. 1n consum1r.g 

I countries, the money is not likely to f lmv through th'e banking system back 

to the cour. t.ries ·Hhich need it most-. 

The unavoidable result of the present high price for imported oil is 

that some countries of tl1e Trilateral region will find great difficulty 

in payin~?, for oil .:n:d their other nee<ie.d imports over any ext"er:ded period 

and may exhaust their credit. At· the ve"':y least, in the a'ose!"!ce of 

coope·rative efforts to ease their burder~, they Ylill. be forced into nation-

alistic measures of· i1nport ].imitation, du:Jpi~g, and curiency devaluation) 

provoking ~et~liatory and competitive naves by other countries. This is 

a situation of urgency requir~ng corarr:.on approaches Hithin the European 

Coillmunity acd betHeen the Cor.l:.'nttr!ity, the. United States and Japan. In the 

short ar..d n.edium term the nations Hhich are financially stronger 't..]ill have 

to help those threatened with crisis, or all will in ti~e be in cr~sis. 

Individually and :i.n concert, the Trilateral countries must do 't·that 

they can to combat the effects of high oil prices hy all possible n;easures 

of conservation and impart Sltbstitution. ·Yet as long as· the dependence on 

imports for a vital portion of energy requirements exists, the producing 
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countries can more or less set the price they Hant. Wishin~ thei~ oil I 
reserves to last, thev will have a continuing interest in getting more . 

money for less oil. 

The possibilities ofred~ction in oil prices lie tn (a) competition 

<::1J1loag producing states anxious to maximize income but unable to agree 

through OPEC on manipulating exports and prices to that er!d, or (b) 

recognition by the producers of the, global consequences of depression 

and possible economic breakd?'Jn in the industrial countries. In such 

circumstances or:e or more of the major producers might agree to lmver the 

price of oil or to .::.ccept a scheme for deferral of a portion of the payments. 

But the only sure ,;ay to be relieved of paying tribute to the producers is 

to proceed seriously -.,.;.ith development of alternative sources of energy. 

Tl1is will he high-cost energy, of course, but probably not far froc 

today 1 s prices for OPEC oil, and in tiMe it should establish a ceiling 

above ~-rhich oil irnports h'ould not go. The demonstration of serious inter:t 

could have an effect on pric2s before the ne'.·l sources Here actually 

producing in quartity. 

The need fOr rapid progress in effic-ient use of energv, 

resources \Jill require a more extensive sha·rir.g of 

If tl1ere is sclidari.ty in the distributio~. of scarcity, there should 

be solidarity in the. clistributior __ of r:et.J techno:Jo.~y to overcolt'le scarcity~ 

It is co;-np~"!rablt"!. to a \·mrt:i:ne si. tun tion ·in '>;hi eh allied goverr.mei'!·ts, in 

devclopin~~ new weapors a8d in ~ohilizir.g their eco~o~ies, pOt science anJ 
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technology to work Hhere ther2 are the best chances fo.r achieving results. 

Priorities have to be establishe.d on the mail! lines of research ar..d 

de\~elopment in new forms of er:_ergy at:.d the division of labor for pursuing 

them. Past experience highlights the difficulties of predicting the rate 

of the developmer..t of nuclciar po'iter, but by 1985 it could be producit~g at 

least 15 per·cent of total energy corsur:1ption. in the O.E.C.D. countries. 

Thereafter, the world \<ill coun.t on the increasing use of nuclear p01o~er, 

bUt on many aspects -- providing adequate fuel for nuclear plants, preventing 

diversion of fissior..able materials, ensuring safety -- technology must be 

developed further arrd political-economic decisior_s have to be made. These 

matters caP.not be adequately dealt "ith.on the r,atior.al level aloP.e. 

Looking further ah2.ad to form,; of energy to Hhich scie"tHic discovery 

has not yet brought us (nuclear fusion, solar eP.ergy for electricity, 

hydrogen~ . .::u:d others), goverr:m•.=rts and research ir.stitutior'!.S \vill have to 

set prio!ities for the use of th.:.dr talents and resources in accordar!Ce 

Hith a general plaP.,. ar:.d to rcvie>;v and char.ge those priorities as the march 

\. of science a~.d technology goes forward. 

Takir.g account of all these requirements, the Ur._itcd States, Capada, the 

E.E.C. a1ed Japan shoul.d work out aP. agree!nent on cooperation in the field of 

/ 

energy res?arch and development. 

Ill. RelatioP.s with Other Countries ------
A. Oil-producir.g countrie~ 

The cOnsumin? cou~tries must try, as indicated ur:der 

the above reeoiTLti!s.P..daticcs ov s_upplv a~d on prlcc, to 
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It is r~ot easy to create that reJatioushifl, given the atmos~here 

of. the pa~t year. TJ1e creJihility gap is wide, but obviously the dialogue 

h.ns to begin. Har:y of ·the producing countries' arguwer::ts are Fell taken 

and deserve a resiJectful heari.ng in the search for an accommodation of 

inte-rests. 

Ttte cew relationship, in any c~se, must take actount of the legitimate 

desire of tl1e producing nations to own and control their resources, to 

build irdustries to process those resources, to nave rapidly a'head on 

the path of general de.velomnent, ar.cl to make sound ir.vestr;:\ents. It should 

:::.ccorcl to them a place ir; ir:ternat-ioPal t=:conomic councils comr:lensurate 

w.Ltl1 tlteir increased eco~omic stntus. 

Tl1t~ ir:dustrial ::-;tote:::; shc:mld he pre.par.e.d to Eur~ish. te.Cl)r~ology ar.d 

r<:<=ir.agcment skills t:c help th21n diversify their e.r:onoi7!.ies, improve their 

agriculture, and prepare for the time ~;.;hen their oil resou1·ces i.Jill decline'· 

[or exampJ.e, by joir:t research in the field of solar er:er8Y· Buildin;s 

refineries ar.d petr0chemic2l iDdustries in the oil-producing Cour;tries ~,Till 

tend to ir:crease dependence and to increase the cost- of· petroleam prod,ucts 

for the consumers, but these industries are going to be built on2 1.vay or 

another and the wise course is to l1elp. 

So1idarity of the cor:sundeg countries remains essential, .~s the. 

alternative to a ·rtti~OilS scrambl~ for co~petitive aJvantage. This dons 

POt m·~an .1 confroctatior~ of tu.o mor:olithic bloc3:· or a hur-~e_ conference of 

, I 
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should not use what bargaining power they possess, which in the overall 

picture of .markets:, trade, technology and investm.ent is considerable. 

They should be in a position to use it flexibly, encouraging moderate 

policies on the part of producers. 

Bilateral contacts or approaches to producing countries on a 

regional basis should not be ruled out as long as they do not have the 

effect of tying up supplies, bidding up prices to the detriment of others, 

or reducing the potential bargaining power of all consumers. If the 

E. E. C. is maintained as a customs union, of which a common energy 

policy is a necessary complement -- and this is assumed to be in the 

general Trilateral interest-- it must be expected to negotiate with 

the oil-producing countries on, trade and investment, though not on prices. _ _c._~-~--- . ------------·~~~~-~-
Such a regional approach may be beneficial and is clearly preferable 

to bilateralism on a national basis. Whether the producing states would 

engage in negotiations with the E. E. C. singly or as a group would be for 

them to decide; the former method seems more likely. 

American, European and Japanese firms will be competing in 

exports to the oil-producing countries, but here again the general 

interests of the Trilateral countries as a whole should set the framework. 

The more bilateral deals are expanded, the more those who n>ake them 

ar.e subject to political pressure. Unrestricted and uncoordinated 

bilateral projects also tend to work in the direction of wild and 

uneconomic investment in the oil-producing region as a whole, which 
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is ir~ P.O p0rty 's interest. InterTiatiocal cor.sortia may be- useful for 

n1any dev~}.opment projects, especially for large ard politically conspicuo1.1S 

on,es. At the le.:~st, there should be ar: accepted practice of exchanging 

infornation a~d consultihg in the O.E.C.D. 

Similarly on political matters, a generally agreed overall approach 

·to such questions as settlement of the Arab-·Israeli conflict or arms 

sales to Middle East states would increase the chances of harmonizing oil 

policy vli th political and security objectives. Our SBVer al goverrimen ts 

would, of course, Raintain their own respective interests aP.d differing 

degrees of ir:t:l.nacy -;Jith the various Hidclle East states, but they must 

avoid ·the acrimony rtr:d cross purposes i.;hich characterized their mutual 

relations in the autumr.. of 1973. North America, Hestern Europe and 

JCJ.pan have C07nii1\.:'i! interests iP. the availahi.li.ty of Arab oil~ in the 

survi'\.ral of Israel, ir. Arab-Isra.eli peace settler::.e-nts, a stahle balar.ce, 

and avoidance of a great-poHer conflict in the region. All have a 

political-econo~ic role to play in that area in the years ahead. 

Although the United States as a superpauer sees these problews o;;v:L th 

a broad strategic vie\·1, <1nd Europe and Japan see the.rn primarily from the: 

standpbint of their vital interest in oil, harmony op broad policy is 

necessary r.ot only in light of their mvn mutual relations, ·but also in 

bringi1~8 the ;·.fiddle East states as well to see their p.o1icies on oil 

in the. broader cor:tc.xt of international sec~rity and cooperation. 

Therefore, there should be close a11d frequent consultation among the. 

Trilateral countries on their b,road policies in· the ~liddle East. 
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B. 1112 Soviet Unio~ a~rl C!1ina 
~-- -------- --- -----

b~tt these poss~bilitie..:.s_:_do n~?ffer the prospect of 

meeting ar:v substaP.tial nart of the oroblePl. 

Proposals presently under discussion by U.S. and Japanese companies 

with 'the Soviet Government seem to ir:,,olve high costs and high tisks, 

and should be '\·,1eighed agait:st comparable investments- else:i-.1here. Vnst 

Soviet re~erves of energy, particularly of natural gas~ may i~deed prove 

to be a much neerled source in tl1e 1980s for tl1e U.S.S.R. itself ard for 

nany oth0r cour:trics as ';.;-:.~11. It:.creasir:;? the sup~lies of SoViet- ge.s to 

for Slli.pmeJlt of liquafied ~atural· gas to the u~ited States. It is n:~tural 

for Japan to diversify its sources of e~ergy by looki~g -botll to tha 

U.S.S.R. and to China (which Hill be potentially a co!"!siderable oil 

l?v.t~t "L 
·Import eT)_. 
-~ 

As for the neneral ·political aspects, Japnri or European cou~trics may 

be wise not to go itto large-scale· e~ergy projects in the U.S.S.R. 

except in association 'l:vith each other or Hith. the Urited States. Cooperation 

in energy de·...,·elopn~nt ":·.'ith the Soviet Ur:ior: or Chir:a could help to 
' 

strengthen the trends ctr:a1-1ing those countries more ir.to the Horld 

economy, but. r.one of the Trilateral countries should take the political 

risk of a substantial degree of ~nergy dependence on the Soviet Urrion 

or China. 

' I 
L 
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C. Devclo~ing countries 

Because the rise in oil nr:i.ce.s, together ~·lith incre.2sed 

prices for other essertial prodtiCts threatens a number 

of the developini', countries Hith disaster, thev should 

be afforded help both i~~ediately and in the lon?,er term. 

Emergency aid must be furnished in the form of grants or soft loans, 

for there is little prospect that it can be repaid. The stronger industrial 

countries, especially those ~<hich have gair.ed by the high prices of food, 

fertilizers and other goods needed by the developing countries, should 

maintain or ir.crease current levels of aid-despite their o~<n troubles ~<ith 

oil payments, and the oil-producing. countries should also contribute 

through existing international financial ir.stitutions or neu 2:rrange.ments 

such as· have been pronosed by Iran. It should be clear that this is not 

just the 11north-south pr.oblem" in. more acute form, for the o~l-producing 

states have both a heavy .responsibility for the plight of the others and 

ar:1ple means to ease it. 

Iri the longer run, the continuance of hi,;h-cost energy for all will 

create for many developing countries a situation of permanent inability 

to meet their fuel bills. As the developed countries i11crease their own 

production of energy, there should be more :·Iiddle East oil available on 

\1 the 1wrld market, perhaps at a loHer price. One way or another, the prices 

the poorer developil'g countries pay for oil and for food will have to come 

dot·m, or arrangements for concessional aid on a more or less permane~t 
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basis will have to be: established. Because this is a common obligation of 

the industrial aP.d the oil-producir.g
1 

cour.tri.es, it provides ar.other facet 

of the cooperation which their own reciprocal ir.tzrests in oil, trade acd r 

develo"pr~ent vill require the;:1. to build. And the urgent hunan considerations 

for.doing so should be beyocd dispute. 

IV. restitutions 

The Trilateral countries' need adequate institutionai arrangements 

to coordinate the many aspects of their joint and several approaches to 

the ecergy problem. There vill have to be coctinuicg consultation among 

governmects,. but regular diplomatic charmels vill cot be adequate. If 

there is need for a general master plan or strategy settir.g the b~oad 

lines of policy, there is reed for an organization ~-There its adaptation 

to che1r:ging cor:ditions and its translation into practice can be v;orked out. 

The O.E.C.D., h2cause of the.character of its mer.1bership· ond its 

general func-tion o.f setting <H:d oyerseeir.g the rules of the game~ pr6vi~les 

the r.atural frame\·rork. Ar. er.ergy agency associated "t.J'ith the O.E..C.D., 

primarily' a consult·ir.g body but vith sone delegated authority~ ':Vould be a 

logical central institution for coordinating the tasks ':Yhich have to be· 

done, everything from current stockpiling to long-range plans for research. 

The importat:t thing is .r~ot the label or the established. procedures but 

the ability to get the job done. If the O.E.C.D. should be too cumbersome 

or prove inadequate as an action-oriented body, the possibility of a 

ne« energy agency representing Canada, the United States, the E.E.C., 

and Japan should be studied. 
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V. Co!'clusion 

' The ecergy crisis has propelled the industrial nations into a 
' 

·situation to which other factors were also bringing them though more 

slowly: a situation in which ·they .have to set the lines of basic policy 
' . . 

together or succumb to chaotic. national competition and a destruction 

of the fundaments of a rational world o·rder. The real challenge of the 

energy problem is not a struggle with outside adversaries, as in.most 

~ great crises of the past, but within and among our respective societies. 

Our government$ must provide bold and farsighted leadership in their 

domestic aP.d foreign policies to face the.c challenge. Our ·peoples need 

a wartime psychology to fight this war against ourselves. They should 

be prepared to tighten their belts and to share sacrifices among them-

selves because it will be a long, uphill struggle. 

'· } ' 

• 
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Emergence of a third party 

The reversal of the terms of trade. of manuf_ac~ures as against conrrnodi ties 

has entailed a dramatic cha~ge in the power reiations):lip between the indus'

trial countries themselves. The price fixing· of oil is no more decided 

( by the de facto cartel of the major (Anglo·American) companies but by the: 

(_cartel of the maJor o>l produci~ countries; -
The existence of such a cartel, fu~ctionning_ outside the industrial cOuntries 

of the West, introduces a thrid party, and a very. powerful one indeed, 

>n the previously direct relationship between .the United States and her NATO 

and/or OECD partners. 

The Ui1i ted States' dependence upon .externa 1 sources of energy is limited. In 

case of emergency and on condition she imp_Oses a strict rationing upon. 

her population she could dispense with imports from the Middle East without 

risking the disruption of her economy. 

Western Europe,. with an external dependence of 65% simply could not dispense 

with those imports. 

In thi.s juncture, the United States has taken an initiative to w_hich the 

countries of Western Europe have not given a wholehearted and uniform .-response. 

The American Initiative 

The primary objectives of the United 'states were to reestablish the peace in 

the Middle East and to maintain the presenr balance of forces between the· 

two superpowers in the Mediterranean and in the Persain Gulf. The American 
i 

fleets and weaponry >nsured the status quo in these two areas. 

If the scales tipped >n favor of the Soviet Union, the oil supply of all 

trilateral countries would be in jeopardy. 

The pursuit of the above mentioned obj.,ctives seemed to preclude an· American 
' ~ 

mili:t:a~r~y~i~n::t:e~r~v~e~n:t~>:'o;=n~i~~~:·~t~h:e~P~e~r~s::i:a~n~.~G:u::l:f~b~e~c~a:u~s:e~o~f~t:h~e~r~i~s~k~o~f-·~a~d~i~r,e~~ 
-rnVOlvement of the Soviet Union in the conflict. 

/.·. 
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Therefore the strategy of the United States has been to prepare for.·:' 
~'"'i~l0"·";2:".'"1l·-) ·.,. . '- ' ·~ 

an emergency in se.ttin.'g Up a cartel of t·he oil Consuming counti:-ies wi-tf<:' 

a view (a) to pool the research and development efforts in oil explorafi.'9n 

and energy substitution and (b) to share the available supplies in the 

case of an effective recourse by the producers to the _oil weapon. The 

oil ~baring would act as a deterrent to the use of the weapon. 

Suctt were tl1e goals of the Energy .Coordination Group created at the 

February 1974 Wascington Conference. 

The European Response 

The Europeans believed that the probability of an American military 

intervention in the Persian Gulf was not as high as that as the use of 

the oil weapon by the producing countries. 

Therefore, they have been searching a count~r assurance by engaglng 

·:.: 

into direct de~ls with ~he major exporters of oil. They felt that they 

must avoid tlte risk of an economic collapse, be it at the cost of taking 

side against Israel >n the Middle East dispute. 
-~ ~~~~; 

. l~ ., ~ .,, ,. 
The various EEC member countries have concluded a number of bilateral 

agreements with the producers so as to secure ·their supplies and also 

to compensate in part the increased cost of oil imports by the sale 

of industrial and military equipement. 

The network of bilateral agreements obviously reduced th~-scop~ of the 

prospective negotiations between EEC and the Arab league and the chances 

for a common energy policy. 

\

Thus the oil crisis appeared to be a factor o.f disagregation of Western 

Europe. The refusal of France to join 'ECG in Whas?i~gton was a signification 

move. The subsequent events pointed in the direction· of the weakening of 

, the European regional organization. 

: ... 

(-- :· 

,< 
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I.E.A. vs. E.E.C. 

Ever since OctOber 1973, the Brus-sels Commission has been Unable to 

convince the Council of Ministers to adopt a corrnnon energy policy. 

As long as the balance of payments of the EEC member states «ill be 

diverseiy affected by the rise in the price of oil, no progress can be 

made in the field of a common-monetary pollcy. The spread and scope 

of the bilateral deals with the oil producing countries constitute an 

obstacle to the setting up of the long delayed common commercial policy. 

Thus the European Economic Community is deprived of_ Ats policy content 

whilst its decision making process is still paralysed by the unanimity 

rule. 

:.~:. ' 

In·between, the Energy Coordination Group, working w_~thout the participation 

of France·, has come out with ~ proposal for an International Energy AgencY 

operating under the patronage of OECD and empci«ered to take majority 

·decisions. 

If this ·proposal was ·adopted, the agency would be t_rilateral in its 

membership find much stronger than EEC by its voting procedure and because 

of the American presence. As a policy making and policy operating body 

it would become the counterpart of NATO in the economic field. 

It would requ1re much farsightedness on the part of the United States 

and much courage on the part of her pcirtners to pursue in EEC or elsew~ere~ 

the goal of European unity. The chances are that lEA will supersede EEC. 

This is probably the maJor political implication of the oil crisis. 

' 
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The energy problem, long anticipated but emerging graphically with the 

October war,.showed the Japanese themselves and the world how vulnerable Japan's 

economic basis was and will be, and how strikingly Japan lacked politico-economic: 

bargaining power in dealing with the oil crisis. As a corollary, it introduced a 

subtle, if not fundamental, change in.a hitherto militarily-oriented concept of 

national security based on Japan's alliance with the United States. Indeed, it 

has become fashionable when discussing national security in. terms of economic and. 

military security to place a heavier emphasis on the former, as evidenced in an 

alleged statement by a policymaker: '\vi th or without a nuclear deterrent, there i.s 

no national security without oil'. 

Japan's reaction to the crisis, however, was at first complacent, then 

pessimistic, and finally fatalistic. V/hen the war broke out, few Japanese realized 

their country was about to face an oil embargo which she had successfully escaped 

during the 1967 six-day war by remaining politically neutral. When the embargo 

was imposed, there were cries of 'Japanese Economy Without Maps'~ or 'Capitalism 

Gasps For Breath 1 ,2 On 22 November, 35 days after. the embargo was announced, 

Japan abandoned her neutralism for a pro-Arab stance, even at the risk of antagon

izing the pro-Israeli United States, Civilian oil consumption was curtailed and 

military exercises halted, · 

A number of official and private studies have since been undertaken to reas

sess Japan's position and future course of action. The government has yet to 

adopt a particular policy; but several proposals and recommendations (most of 

them for intramural study oniy) reveal Japan's extremely limited range of options, 

both in ensuring stable energy supplies and in reassessing the Alliance system. 

... 
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This paper is a brief attempt, first, to review how Japan reacted to the 

oil crisis, what she has learned from it and how she now plans to deal with 

energy problems in general. Secondly, it tries to·reassess how the realities 

of the energy problems affected Japan•a concept of the Japan-US alliance and 

what future course of·acition she·might contemplate against the background of 

the changing nature of the Alliance itself. 

Alliance For Japan 

For such an attempt, one needs to knot< something of the uniqueness of the 

Japan-US Alliance. First, i;t is. the only allianc_e. the United States has under 

the treaty of mutual co-operation and security. Second, the treaty has a unique 

sentence in the second paragraph. of Article II: 1T4eY Lthe partieJ will seek to 

eliminate conflict in their international economic policies and tdll encourage 

economic collaboration between them' (Italics added). 

No similar phrase can be found in any of the 'mutual defence' .. or 'security' 

treaties the United States has with 41 other nations. The words 'mutual co-operation' 

and 'economic collaboration' hav~ been regarded by the Japanese as being just as 

important as other. aspects of the security arrangement. Their spokesmen. in every 

0. ff. 4 c4al t t t 1have· confirmjld. ml · · t · ; th. · t t t - a symbol • • s a emen ,Ja tles~re to f~r y ma~n a~n e secur~ Y. rea y 

not only of common defence but of economic collaboration. 

In the defence field Japan is not obliged to 'act to meet the common danger' 

except in the cast of an 'armed attack aga.in~t either Party in the terr~tories 

under the administration of Japan'. In the economic field she undeniably took 

advantage of an easy access to the.American.market. The access was so·easy that 

Japan became dependent on American sources. ·f~r 49 percent of feed ~ains •. 52 per

cent of wheat, 17 percent of raw cotton and 13 percent of the timber she imported 
~ ' 

during Fiscal.l972. In all, the American.market accounted.for_29.5 percent of 

Japan's total imports s"ld 28.3 percent of exports. inl973 (against" the 1972 

figures of 29.8 percent and 34.8 percent respectively). 

Such a unilCJ.teral def.ence arrangement_, combined with such .a,n .economic 

dependence on the United States inevitably pro:mpted former Secret<~ory of Defence 

Melvin Laird in his 1973 Final Report to Congress, to call for 'mutuality in both 

trade and security', after indirectly carpeting Japan in these. terms: '6ur allies, 

particularly· those which have developed· stro;;g and thriviilg economies through easy 

access to American markets, while enjoying the.luiury of a nuclear shield financed 

solely by the ·American taxpayer, must be brought-to the realization that they, 

too, have responsibilities and burdens to bear for their own and free world 

security and prosperity•/ 
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Former President Nixon also warned Japan in his 1973 foreign policy repor~ 

that 'without conscious effort of political will,- our economic disputes· could 

ear the fabric of our alliance 1 .4 For most Japanese, these ;1arnings were a far 

from pleasant reminder that the alliance system had already begun to show signs 

of deterioration, for three main reasons. The first of these was that, when 

faced \~th American criticism of 'free-riding', the Japanese were, as a diplomat 

put it, 'apt to consider the security pact imposes obligations only on Japan' 

because 'Japanese obligations are visible to everyone in terms of .the presence 

of bases Lin Japan7•l The second was that the warnings followed a series of 

economic-diplomatic 'noises•:. American.criticism of Japanese dumping of television 

sets (December 1970), American pressure on the 'undervalued yen' (May 1971), 
American overtures to Peking 'over Japan's head' (July 1971), the forced devalu

ation of the yen (December 1971) and 2! year textile disputes that ended in January 

1972 with Japanese concessions. The third reason was that Japan began to notice 

a change in the nature of nuclear deterrence following the Nay 1972 agreement 

between the two superpowers on the avoidance of nuclear war and the Nixon-Brezhnev 

pledge of 22 June, 1973 on the prevention of continental war and on refraining 

from 'the threat or use of force against •.•• the allies • • • and otrrer countries•. 

By implication the. pledge weakened the contractual nature of the nuclear umbrella, 

if it did not furl tha umbrella completely. 

Nevertheless, the super-powers' agreement was welcolmed as a political frame

work~within Hhich Japan hoped to continue her economic activities without fear of 

catastrophic disruption resulting from a super-po>~er global confrontation. She· 

knew, of course, that nuclear £etente does not necessarily spell peace in 

relations·'either between super-powers and others or among the rest of the world. 

Nor would it automatically lead to non-nuclear and politico-economic stability. 

In fac~ she learned from her own experience with the United States that economic 

disputes were actually intensified as a super-power detente developed. Nonethe-

. less Japan was least prepared to face .the politico-economic instability and the 

strategic fragility of the detente which the October war so vividly revealed. 

The war proved beyond doubt Japan's basic politico-economic vulnerability 

when she found that political neutrality was seen by the Arabs as an unfriendly 

posture and that the United States was concerned not so much with 'economic 

collaboration' as with a global strategic balance. Japan's options were extremely 

limited: she could either follow the leader (the United States)who, with relatively 

independent oil resources, reportedly wanted Japan to remain non-committal to the 

Arabs and tolerate the embargo for a few months without any assurance from the major 

oil companies of an emergency supply; or else Japan,which then had 59 days oil 

stockpiled, including that aboard tankers en route, had to defy American pressure and 

reach a political accommodation with the Arabs, at the risk of further deterioration 

in the Alliance. She chose the latter - that is to say, a subtle process of de-
1\mericanization. 
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Post-Mortem and Policy Review 

Now that the crisis is over, at least quantitatively, a series of intensive 

post-mortems has been undertaken against the background of a drastically changed 

producer-consumer relationship. In addition, Japan must face another set of 

already existing vulnerabilities, most qf them invariables she can do little about. 

(a) Japan cannot be completely independent of the United States in political, 

economic and military termsi hence, her pro-Arab posture can never approach that 

of France or Britain. 

(b) Japan has little to offer the Arabs, who are limited both in products they 

have to export ~xcept for oil) a~d, because of demographic conditions, in the 

market they can offer for Japanese goods (parliamentary resolutions ban Japan 

from arms sales, and technological-legal limitations keep her from joining the 

United States, France and Britain in a 'nuclear reactor sales war', 

(c) Japan still relies on the majors for the bulk of her oil imports (or about 

half of the demand expected towards the end of the 1970s) and for downstream 

operations, since her national oil companies are limited in size and operational 

experience. 

(d) Japan, a relative newcomer to the Middle East scene, is ill-prepared to deal 

with a possible crisis, arising for instance between Iran and Iraq, or from a 

split between a Saudi-Egypt group and an Iraqi-Syrian-Libyan faction. (In a 

recently concluded deal with Iraq, Japan promised $1,000 million of economic

technic_al assistance in exchange fpr 160 million tons of crude over ten years. 

But the Iraq deal antagonized Iran who gave West Germany a refinery-chemical 

plant project Japan had negotiated. Some fear this might damage Japan's deal with 

Iran, which has so far supplied 40 percent of her Middle East oil imports.6 

(e) Japan's economy will suffer a fatal blow from another prolonged interruption 

of energy flow, since in 1969 about 60 percent of imported energy (or about 

80 percent of the total imported and domestic energy supply) was used by industry. 

Japanese Options: Some Proposals 

Against this background the Comprehensive Energy Study Committee (CESC), 

an advisory organ to the Vdnistry of International Trade and Industry, published 

its 39-page interim energ-J report on 25 JuJy, 1974] It stresses three major 

policy goals: a secure stable supply of energy; gradual reduction of Japan's 

dependence on overseas energy, in particular oil; and conservation, stockpiling 

and exploration of new energy resources. 
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First, the committee recommends that priority bE;) given to stable supply: 

stability should come first because of its possible critical impact on the socio

economic-situation in the event of another oil crisis. Second, it sets a goal 

of an annual average -increase in energy supply of 5.7-7.6 percent until Fiscal 

1980, and then, until Fiscal 1985 of 5.7-7.8 percent. Such rates \v.lll be far 

less than the average over the past 10 years of· 11.9 percent.- ·This could· 

partially offset higher. prices. Third, the CESC calls for an intensive, effort 

to conserve ·and stockpile energy and explore· new energy sources on a crash basis 

in collaboration with other oil-consuming countries, in particular the United 

States. 

On the other hand the report reveals two interesting features:· 

(a) It does riot mention government-to-government collaboration among ·consuming 

nations in ensuring oil supplies, but· it does stress that the international oil 

compani~s, ''though 'their role might relatively diminish', ·may still play a big 

role in international oil market with their long experience, technological know

how arid vast capital reserves. To this extent Japan prefers to live in harmony 

wi.th the majors, if not necessarily with their mother governments. 

(b) In the field of research and development, however, Japan evidently wants to 

'positively cooperate with US government agencies which have high technological 

potentials'~ and for this purpose signed an agreement on Co-operation -in the 

Field of Energy and Research and Development in Washington on l5.July, 1974. 

Under this, the two governments will undertalce co-operative projects related to 

energy resources, conversion and transmission, and conservation - such as solar 

and geothermal energy applications, storage batt~ries, gasification and liquefaction 

of coal, energy applications of hydrogen, magnetohydrodynamic conversion, fuel 

cells, electrical energy transmission by superconduction or microwaves, advanced 

propuisicn systems, energy conservation, utilization of waste materials and waste 

heat. In most of these projects Japan depends on the United States/o':m:, in some, 

such ~s'soiar energy application ('Project Sunshine'), are the two interdependent. 

In that sense, the'agreement is evidence that the emotionalism which emerged dUring 

the crisis has partially disappeared. 

Thus J:apan has learned from the lVIiddle East crisis a lesson about the 

unchallengable influence of the majors and has become realistic enough, within· 

a span of six months, to undertake a joint technological effort, with the United 

States, to reduce dependency on the Middle East to the minimum. Given the frame

work. of realism, .Japan might .try to achieve her major energy goals by a series 

of national efforts. 

I 

J 
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Future Plans and Difficulties 

A series of 'Nixon shocks' and trade disputes irf~ly 1970s provoked. 

Japanese suspicion that the United States might fail to recall the uni~ue aspect 

of the Alliance system with Japan: common defence and economic collabor~tion. 

The initial American reaction to Japan's YUlnerability during the oil crisi~· 

simply deepened the Japanese suspicion that the· spirit of economic collaboration 

had virtually been struck out of the.American text of the treaty, After an 

objective survey cf the factors behind her vulnerability, however, Japan found. 

no options other than seeking collaboration with the United States, This is. 

also true of Japan's future plans, as well as her efforts to overcome rel~ted 

difficulties. 

Deyelopment of continental shelves ~s p:romising indeed, and vast oil and 

natural gas deposits might exist in Japan's continental shelves and their peri

pheral seabeds. But their development entails vast financial outlay, complicated 

international legal .issues and technological problems. -~/ithout direct or indirect 

American participation, development might take too long and cost too much. 

In order'to deal with drastic changes in international situations in future, 

Japan may·have to diversify her sources of oil by extensive development of oil 

deposits in untapped regions overseas (including China, Chinese offshore areas• 

and the Soviet Union) if technically-feasible and politically agreeable.-

vJhile relying on the international oil companies for about 50 percent of 

demand, Japan will increasingly engage in bilateral deals: direct deals.by. 

private companies and government-to-government transactions with oil-producing 

countries, Both will eventually re~uire 

ment. 

stronger government control and manage-

• 
Japan p1ans to bring her total oil stockpiles up from an expected 68.9 

days at the end of August 1974 to the European-American level of 90 days by 

1979. 9 The government is ~lso ready to join actively in an international joint 

stockpiling programme and an emergency burden-sharing system. 

As for technological R & D, Japan is interested in every item listed in 

the recently concluded US-Japan energy R & D agreement. High priorities are 

solar energy application and nuclear power generation, including uranium 

enrichment technology, (A centrifuge enrichment plant is scheduled to be set up 
' 

shortly;.) 

The government is also to launch a national movement for energy conservation 

by organizing a Resources-Energy Conservation Headquarters and draft a long 

range plan to change Japan's industrial structure to a less energy-intensive 

industry. 
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The plans souhd promising, but face a number of inherent problems. Firstly, 

extensive, long-range R & D programmes rEquire national consensus/~uge financial 

outlay, for in the postwar years, Japan has relied. mainly on importing techno

logical know-how, in particular from the United States. The oil crisis has ·brought 

a subtle change in th~s easy-going attitude, but public opinion is not yet ripe 

for taxpayers j;o st;allow a huge outlay. Secondly, -the cost will multiply when 

Japan embarks on her planned series of overseas development investment projects 

in -the !IJiddle East, South-East Asia and the Far East. For instance, a single· 

Siberian natural gas_ project at Yakut may cost up to $3,400 million if under:,. 

taken without American participation. 

Thirdly, there is resources nationalism: a_ phenomenon not limited to the 

Third World but also existing in industrial export markets. For both commerical 

and financial reasons demand for Japanese goods is declining and import regulations 

are getting severer. Some people fear the world-might sooner or later be divided 

into a few economic blocs, but if -Japan Here forced to organize one· in- Asia;·· the 

argum~nt goes, she would be in a disadvantageous position vis-a-vis other advanced 

nations, because South-East Asia today accounts for less than a quarter of her trade 

(only 24.2 percent of exports -and 20.7 percent of imports). ·Japan desparately needs 

industrialized markets, particularly the J\mericari market •. 

Fourthly., Japan theoretically could and should diversify sources of resources 

supply and potential markets and should include -China and the Soviet Union, which 

are in fact making approaches to Japan. The-prospects, hoHever, are not necessarily 

optimistic, mainly because of Sino-Soviet.disputes (which-require· extremely 

discreet and, above all, balanced approaches by Japan); politico-economic instabili

ties inherent in socialist systems; the huge financial outlay involved; and 

Japan's lack of some specialized technology (e.g. pipeline-laying in frozen soil 

and offshore, or deep-sea oil exploration). Japan has therefore hoped for Japan-

US joint participation, though, the absence of a favourable American reactionl the 

Soviet Union is 'likely to ask for Japan's participation at least· in the Yakut plan 

••• without waiting for the US to take part•, as a financial leader observed 

on his return from a Soviet tour. 10 The government has yet to g~ve_the green light 

but Japanese business circles are 'not so seriously concerned about the diplomatic 

impact of Japan's_participation in_ the -natural gas project', since 'pipelines 

cannot carry-tanks or troops'. The last quotation refers to the T,yumen oil 

development, which requires a second Siberian railway - ·the construction of which 

it is feared might provoke China. -To avoid diplomatic, military and political 

complications, Japan still desires American participation in Siberian projects. 

On the other hand, there is a feeling among Japanese policymakers that they would be 

less restrained joining Chinese projects alone_, if necessary;. a.s one of_ them put it, 

'it is much easier to communicate with the. Chinese than with the Russians'• _But Japan 

would be better joining in Chinese projects along with the United States, .for financiaJ, 

political and technological reasons. . ......... -- ________ j 
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The fifth· difficulty is Japan's lack of bargaining power, ;1hich proved near 

. fatal..during the oil crisis. Only.a limited range of Japanese-·goods has achieved 

a sizeable· share of the market in only a few countries, and other sources of supply 

are readily. available. . Since Japan will have virtually no bargaining' po•1er when 

.. sh<O faces another crisis;·no counterembargo will be credibl<O, and another .. quick 

political accommodation might again become· imperative.· However, some official 

circles argue that Japan's only bargaining power might lie in technology, which 

would be extremely effective in. international collaboration, if not for retaliatory 

use. in a crisis •. But Japan has yet to understand such political implications of 

technology fully. 

Finally,: there is a psychological difficulty: nuclear allergy~ The CESC 

report argues that one·way .to deal with another.crisis is for'Japan to accelerate 

nuclear power generation:~rom'the present 0.7 percent of total energy-supply 

to 10.3-11.4 percent in Fiscal 1985. 'Once placed in a reactor>>.the report 

explains, 'nuclear fuel will last longer than ·a year .••• ·· with some stock

piling it is possible to tide over a short interruption Cif energy supply.' · On 

the other hand, the report points out the extreme difficulty of ·siting nuclear 

power plants, because_ of a lack of geographical locations themselve·s and strong 

resistance from local.communities. 

All this .reveals how badly Japan needs collaboration with the United States. 

Jap8;!1 c"nn0t simplyaf:(.'ord to let the Alliance deteriorate 'any farther than it did 

dur.ing .the oil crisis. ,On the other hand, the oil crisis has reinforced the shift 

in emphasis on the Japanese side from the defence to the econouuc aspeicts of . 

the Alliance. 

Alliance Reassessed . 

· From the day the treaty was revised under the existing title ·of 'mutual 

cp-ope.ration' , . Japan had placed equal weight on common defence and 1 economic 

collaborat:i,on', but the emphasis gradUally shifted to the latt'er.' When eco.riomic 

and trade dispu·tes inc.reased .she. tended to make politico-economic accommodations 

under the spirit of economic collaboration - \1ithout which, in her views, there 

could be no common defence. '.i:he United States, on the other hand, seenied to have 

somewhat. ignored~ the spir.it, being too concerned about' a global' strategic· balance 

under the Nixon administration to pay too much attention to the shift of emphasis 

in. the treaty relatio_nship with Japan. The argument for 'mutuali'ty' of trade' and 

security evidently reflected American emphasis-on the latter in the form of 

priticism of Japan's 'free-riding'. 

According to Webster 1 s Dictionary, to collaborate is not' just to co-operate but 

to 'co-operate vol&ntarily as a nation with. another or other. nations in international 

political or economic ad;lustment '. 'Voluntarily' and· 'adjustment', the two key 

words' we!l1e' evidently missing during 'the oil crisis. Japan had nothing to adjust 
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voluntarily in a military sense (p.o staging base was used nor any arms supplies 

asked for), but she de~parately wanted an adjustl\le_nt in the economic/political 

fi.eld, ·whe:r-e the United States failed to adjust voluntarily or to collaborate 

with Japan. She thus. had no choice but to reach a political accommodation 

with the Arabs. ·It was therefore a pleasant surprise when President Ford, in 

his first address t~ C~ess, pledged' to the Allies in the Atlantic community 

and Japan 'contfnuity in the loyal collaboration on our many mutual endeavours'. 

New the question is how it can and will be implemented. 

The first priority is to modify or reverse the process of do--Am<>rioant7-"'.ti.o~ 

that Japan adopted, along with her pro-Arab stance, during the oil crisis. 

Post-crisis experience has already revealed this stance has a limit. It Dhould 

and will be maintained, but riot af the price of further deterioration in the 

Alliance with the United States - particularly now that the latter is making 

successful overtures to the Arabs. The de-Americanization can and should be 

halted for economic, political ana. technological reasons; but what about the 

military aspect? 

During the crisis, Japan remained a concerned observer so far as the 

milHary aspects were concerned, and learned a crucial strategic lesson, too: 

that a new strategic weapon, oil, proved far more powerful as· a political . . . 
instrument than anY arms, coercing even third parties, including Japan, to give 

up a position of neutrality. 

Thus on 17 October, only 11 days after the war broke out, the concerned 

observer suddenly found herself involved in the conflict as a major politico

econom£c target. Interestingly enough, no cry f?r a military response was heard .. 
in Japan: only solutions in_ economic and political terms were sought. This 

experience led to a reassessment of the strategic vulnerability of Japan which 

hCJ.d been predicted in August 1969 following the.six-day war of 1967. Editors 
ll . 

of an almanac warned against two basic strategic vulnerabili ties: virtual 

dependence on a single source of oH supply (the Middle East), and the need to 

transport it by sea over a long distance. The first will remain with Japan for a 

foreseeable future, despite her efforts at diversification, B&D, conservation 

and stockpiling. In 1969 the editors were evidently relatively optimistic, 

because the Arabs· refrained from coercing Japan to give up·diplomatic neutrality 

during the 1967 war. Nevertheless they warned of a future crisis, which they 

predicted could happen in 1973! They were, however, very pessimistic about the 

problem of sea transportation. This is a many-sided problem, involving distance 

(aboqt 6,800 nautical miles), narrow straits (e.g. Malacca and the entrance. 

to the Persian Gulf), unstable strategic arenas (the Indian Ocean and the Taiwan 

Strait), increasing Soviet naval expansion and a declining or over-stretched 

American.naval presence_along the sea lanes used by Japanese tankers. The 

Persian Gulf, for instance, is accessible only through a narrow strait (50 kilo

metres wide) vulnerable to blockade, mining and other hostile actions. 
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All .:this indicates,tbat .even today Japan's oil transportation is vulnerable 

to all sorts of disruption or harassment. In fact, some people deduce that 

Japan could. be politically coerced by a threat of oil embargo, physically 

pUnished by sealing off the Persian Gulf only, and economically harassed by dis

rupting passage through the Jvla.lacca Stra.i t (forcing tankers to make a voyage 

three days longer and increasing freight costs by about 10 per cent, Furthermore, 

the long distance spells ris!G> of encountering sea guerrillas, other acts of non

territorial harassment'O:. and legal restrictions evidenced in the recent Law of the 

Sea conference. 

To all these possibilities, however, Japan can think of no military response. 

In fact none other than a defence m:;.ro..ister publicly ruled out the validity of 

'destroyer diplomacy'. 'The use of military means to protect overseas interests 

is not only anachronistic but useless', he said. 12 

Moreover,. mil-itary means are of limited effectiveness in countering the 

sealing of the Persian Gulf or harassment in the vast Indian Ocean. They are 

completely useless against legal restrictions imposed on the basis of inter

national agreements. All this means that Japan must look for options other than 

military response. In fact, it seems now that no military measures oan guarantee 

economic security at the very time when this is more important than military 

security. And if the Alliance system does not help very much, what options are 

open to Japan, which is second only to the United States as a consuming nation? 

They are inevitably limited. 

Firstly, Japan should refrain from diplomatic action which might undermine 

the basis of the super-power d~tente, lest the deterioration of American-Soviet 

relations should lead to the collapse of the political framework within which 

Japan can ensure economic and military security. To this end, Japan must be 

prepared to pay_a price: offering economic and deve~opment assistance (if 

necessary, going beyond commercial considerations) to the Soviet Union and 

accepting a political-economic _accommodation with the United States. 

Secondly, intensive diplomatic efforts should be made to cultivate friendly 

relat-ions· with resources suppliers and the ~oastal nati"ons of the Indian and 

Pacific Oceans, so as to minimize the chance of violation of Japanese overseas 

assets, and to obtain assistance in any emergency involving ships and other 

means of transport. 

Thirdly, in the military field, Japan may have to build up a capability 

sufficient tci take ·care of herself in· a local, conventional armed c·onflict not· 

only so as to defend herself but also so as to relieve the United States of her 

security burdens in the l"'-:c E-c.si:;, enabling her to divert her naval-air 

capabilities to areas where Japan cannot make any military contribution. 

-------------------- ----------------------' 
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Fourthly, in order to meet the overall energy problems, Japan must' make all 

necessary investment in R&D and other projects designed to reduce her dependence 

on overseas resources. The financial outlay might reach an unprecedented amount 

which would be acceptable only if the public·is convinced of its reasonableness 

as a security-cost and as a means to obtain a powerful bargaining instrument. 

Finally, but not the least important, Japan should try to extend internat

ional collaboration in the field of economic security to 'the Atlantic cornraunity. 

During the oil crisis Japan shared with Europe the problem of relations with 

the United States, the possibility of partnership as oil consumers and a common 

concern about the Soviet Union. A closer European-Japanese relationship would in . 

the first place _be an attractive psyoho".ogical counterweight to the bilateral 

relationship with the United States - which is basically an alliance of protector 

and protected.- Secondly, the relationship can be expanded to a functional, and 

later institutionalized, trilateral link for pooling industrial and technological 

resources in order to solve energy and other problems, 
\ 

Already the problems the world faces today -- energy, pollution, population 

and food, among others -- are so global in scope and so urgent in nature that 

'their solutions require multi-national collaboration. 
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TRILATERAL COMMISSION 

INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE ENERGY CRISIS 

(2nd draft, October 12, 197 4) 

Energy is the economic lifeblood of the industrialized ·nations. In the 

period of the next decade, in which the supply of energy will be uncertain and 

the cost will be high, they will face new and critical challenges dangerous 

to their economic and social stability and to their political institutions. 

It is not a matter of energy economics alone, or of' political decisions 

by individual governments on how to cope with shortage. Energy is central to 

the·whole complex of international economic relations involving the supply and 

movement of raw materials, the rules and practices of world trade, the maintenance 

of an international monetary system, and the control of inflation. On the 

political side, the problems of supply and price have compelled the energy-

consuming countries to find new kinds of relationships with the principal oil-

exporting countries. Above all, and most important for our purposes here, the 

crisis brings inevitable stress within each consuming country and in their 

relations with each other. It has already weakened the fabric of the European 

Community and added strains to the ties between Europe, the United State~and 

Japan. 

In our previous report, The Imperative for ~Trilateral Approach, we pointed 

out that our countries are faced with a situation not unlike those of wartime, 

requiring a comparable degree of effort, cooperation, and willingness to share 

sacrifices among allies. Thus far, however, the best comparison is to the conduct 

of the Western democracies in the period of the "phony war" of 1939-40. The 

response _of governments and peoples has been weak and inadequate. They have not 
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shown that they have grasped the magnitude of the problem, much less defined 

' with any clarity what they must do about it. For example, if they must accept 

some reduction in living standards and a change in lifestyles - which seems 

unavoidable- then decisions as to how and how much must be.taken soon and in an 

equitable and orderly way, or they will impose themselves later at incalculable 

economic and political cost. 

We are not pessimistic concerning the long-term future. While growth of 

energy consumption should not and indeed cannot continue at the rate attained 

in the past two decades, and economic growth is bound to slow down as a consequence, 

we do not regard an end to economic growth as either desirable or inevitable. 

But we do foresee a transitional period of extraordinary·difficulty and adjustment, 

until such time as our societies can count on more secure and more abundant 

energy. The main emphasis of our report, with no intent to. slight the importance 

of energy policy itself.,_is_on the political, social and international 

consequences or· this situation. 

We pose some blunt questions. Do governments have the political will to 

face the truth and to act, and if so, will their peoples give them the power 

to act? Will they have the strength to avoid nationalistic action for common 

interests? It will be a test both of democratic institutions and of inter

national solidarity. 

I'. Dimensions of the Problem 

The energy problem may be considered in three different time periods. 

All three have already begun. 

The first period is the present and_near future •. The consuming countries 

must cope with the threat to financial and e!)onomic health and stability caused 

principally by the sudden rise in the price of oil. They also face the potential 
' 
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threat of a crisis of supply if the Middle East P.eace negotiations do not succeed 

and major oil-producing countries again resort to the "oil weapon" for political 

reasons. Even without war those producers, as long as they maintain an effective 

cartel, can further limit production as a means of maintaining or increasing prices. 

The second period covers the next decade, from now until 1985, in which the ----consuming countries, in addition to meeting the continuing financial problem, must 

make a serious and necessarily costly effort to free themselves from crftt4al 

'>!!_ependence on imported oil. This can only be a gradual process, but it will 

not take place at all unless goals for the reduction of demand and for the 

development of alternative sources are set now and the necessary decisions are 

.taken in time. 

The third period is the longer term, to the end of this century, in which 
~----~--------~----- . 

the need is for the timely development of new sources of energy, not only to 

replace oil imports but to cope with the decline of the·world's reserves of 

hydrocarbon fuels. Here again, governments will have to take decisions in:the 

near future, especially on research and development, although they should retain 

flexibility to adjust their goals and programs in the light of scientific , 

research and technological change. 

The following, in brief compass, are the most pressing problems to which 

answers must be found.· 

1. The impact of high oil prices -- In order to keep their economies going, 

the consuming countries have paid the high prices set by the Organization of 

Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) ·at the end of 1973 and maintained or 

increased during 1974. Some of them are already in a serious financial plight 
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because of the drain on their financial reserves and the decline of their 

capacity to borrow. Without help they face bankruptcy. The entire group of 

consuming countries, moreover, must deal with the question of "recycling" the-

oil payment money not balanced by exports to the proqucers. The sums, which have 

been conservatively estimated at from $60 to $75 billion for 1974 alone and up 

to $650. billion (World Bank estimate) for the period to 1980, are or will be 

too large for the private banking system to handle without backing by central 

banks or governments. The investment process goes on, as individual oil-

producing states put their funds on deposit, make their own decisions on short 

or long-term investment, or conclude bilateral agreementswithconsuming states. 

But the oil money is piling up too quickly, there is insufficient time for 

adjustment, and the funds do not go back to-the consuming states which need 

it the most. 

Appeals to the producing states to relieve the situation by reducing the 

price of oil, whether based on political sympathy, common interest in a viable 

world economy, or the danger~ of confrontation, have not induced them to do so . 

. 2. ~eduction o~ dependence ~imported energy -- The events of the past 

year have revealed=?he vulnerability of the industrial economies to decisions 

on the supply and the price of oil which are beyond their control and which 

affect the_ir very capacity to function and to provide for the livelihood of 

their citizens. Having allowed that situation to develop, our nations have an 

obligation to themselves and to each other to reduce that position of dependence 

as rapidly as possible. To do so is not to assume that the oil-exporting 

countries will be hostile to our interests or that cooperation with them will 
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not be possible and desirable. It is only a matter of elementary prudence 

that our societies should not be held hostage. Hence the need for prompt action 

~uce-the-d~d_f~imported oil through economy of use and the develo~ 

ment of alternative sources of energy. ---
It should be clear to all the industrialized countries that a concerted, 

all-out effort to reduce waste of energy and increase the efficiency of its 

use is absolutely essential to success in meeting the problems both of supply 

and of price. The first requirement is a psychological change: acceptance of the 

fact that· the era of cheap and abundant energy is over and a positive willingness 

to adjust to it. The second requirement is action on a number of fronts, as in 

the choice of priorities in the use of fuels for various purposes, in allocation ----=----'--________ _:_.:__ ___________ .... ~ 

and distribution, and in the application of technology. Price and taxati~~---· 
~-- ·--- ---· 

will be nec.essar;'l instruments for such action but not in themselves sufficient. 
-----~ ..... .,--- . ___ , -" ··~ -- ~·--·-----· ·---- ·-· ·"-• -·~-~~·--- ---

The other side of reducing undue dependence and increasing reliability of 

supply lies in developing~add~tio~ sources of energy, principally in the 

consuming countries themselves. This effort, in the next decade, must rest 

primarily on intensified production of. known reser.~es of fossil fuels. But our 
. ' ----~-- . - .. 

countries cannot achieve even the minimum goals without pushing~~ 

of nuclear energy, in which past progress has been painfully slow, and taking 

early deci~ions to perfect the technology for such processes as gasification 

of coal and extraction of oil from shale and tar sands. These are matters 

for both national and international action. 

J, The political dimension -- The importance of the political aspect is 

evident from two salient points: first, the inescapable requirement for an 

unprecedented degree of cooperation among the Trilateral countries if they are 

to act effectively to meet the energy problem; and second, the fact that the 
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crisis thus far has increased their political problems and magnified the 

difficulties of mutual cooperation. It should be sufficient to examine briefly 

the international aspects of the situation within Western Europe, in European

American relations,. and in Japanese-American relations. 

a. Intra-European relations ~- The oil crisis has added to the predicament 

of a European Community already suffering from serious trade and monetary 

imbalances due.to diverging economic policies. Not only has inflation 

increased to a point where it endangers political stability in individual 

countries, but the differential between rates of inflation has driven the members 

of the Community further apart. Furthermore, the present emphasis on making 

decisions by intergovernmental mechanisms rather than through the Community 

institutions has made it impossible for the Community either to respond 

quickly to an emergency or to adopt long-term policies which are more than non

committal pledges. The possibility of Britain's withdrawal adds to the near

paralysis of the Community institutions.· 

Less tangible but nonetheless real are the effects on mutual trust of the 

lack of solidarity shown by the European countries when the Arab states cut 

back oil exports and raised prices. The Community institutions were not 

,effective, and individual members did not resist the temptation to make bilateral 

deals. with oil-producing countries at the risk of overbidding and of eroding the 

common commercial policy. Similarly, as each member is hit by the effects of 

high oil prices, its natural reaction has been to take national measures to 

protect its own economy, sometimes to the detriment of others, and to look for 

• 
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financial help to individual governments rather than through a joint approach. 

Finally, the absence of a common energy policy for the E.E.C. has made it 

difficult to face the crisis together. The divisive effects of having to make 

choices between the Arabs and the Americans, in turn, have hampered the creation. 

of a comprehensive European energy policy. Without such a policy, Europe can 

hardly play a strong and constructive.role together with North America and 

Japan in dealing with the energy problem either in the near future or over 

the long term. 

b. European-American relations -- When the impact of the Middle East war, 

the Arab oil embargo and the cutback in production struck the Western world, 

it revealed an apparent conflict of vital interests between Europe and the United 

States. During the October war the United States concentrated on the issues of 

military and political security and underestimated the difficulties of the 

Europeans, whe:;eas Europe thought of economic security first and underestimated 

the involvement of the Soviet Union. In the period following the war these 

differences were smoothed over as the two sides began talks on energy matters and 

tried to improve the procedures for consultation within.their alliance. Never-

theless, the potential conflict of interests remains and could come to the surface 

if the Middle East again erupts in war or if the financial strain. bears too 

heavily on Europe. It is rooted in the profound difference_in_v.ulner.abili.tY-

between Europe and the United States, which~r.e"c.en.t_events _have widened. The 
--=---- ~ ~ 

United States has become relatively stronger, owing to the abundance of its energy 

resources and a strong economic position which should attract ·the surplus 

funds of the oil-producing states. Europe is militarily dependent on America 

and economically dependent on the oil-producing states of the Middle East. 

Both types of dependence will endure for some time and have to be kept in bal·ance. 
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The functioning of the Atlantic Alliance is inescapably affected by these 

developments, Besides bringing to the fore differences of outlook on the Middle 

East, they may weaken the defense of Western Europe itself. The cost of oil 

imports will probably induce the.. European states to reduce their military 
F-::__-=.o:..-""-""--- ~co.:-'-"":~-;---..,.-.--,-~~-~<.:~~~~~~-:,_;:;::-;.::_,....,.;::,.:r:.="~~-;«:.~"'--~ . ~"''~:7c~;~~~::-;:_~=::;..o~;;::_~ 

expenditures at a time when_j;he JJ.S. Congress is considering the reduction of __ 
~-.::.·-·::·_-:;·,c:-:---t -_-_,-_-;-,..,.,.---;"""'--·;;-o-.•·"~-_;:..;~- --.--::-.7~:~.---- =-~- ·:-.;::::r=~.-:-,.::·: ... .::::-:-_:::c-:o.."..-;;-"""--;:~~----~- • _ .. -~..-:-;:;-~-----_----.---. -~- ..J 

American forces stationed in Europe. This double trend will have a destabilizing 
"<:"·' '". ,- ,,,--"'--~~~-~~~~-.,..:_-

effect on security in Europe, which in turn will weaken the security of all 

members of the Alliance, including the United States. 

The gap in strength between America and Europe, which energy factors have 

increased, thus creates problems which cannot be easily solved within the 

Alliance as it now functions. Both parties have an interest in making it more 

effective in the consideration of problems and the adoption of consistent 

policies outside of Europe, particularly in the Middle East. It is important 

to the Alliance as a whole that the European countries improve their economic 

position through agreements with oil-producing states, and also that a common 

approach be found to the political issues _involving those states, especially to 

the question of a settlement between Israel and its Arab neighbors. 

· c. Japanese-American relations -- Japan's dependence on Middle East oil, 

even greater than Europe's, dictated a similar attitude toward the October·war 

and led to· public statements of policy sympathetic to Arab views on terms of 

political settlement with Israel. Japan's statements and policies, however, 

did not create differences with the United States CO!!lllBJ::abl.e_t9 the con;t._roversies 

and recriminations which marked European-American relations, for Japan was remote 

both geographically and politically from the Middle East conflict. Nevertheless, 
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Japan's desperate efforts in the wake of the.crisis to reduce its dependence 

on uncertain sources, and also on Am~rican oil companies, and to secure future 

supplies through separate bilateral agreements with producing countries ran 

athwart American efforts to bring about a common front·of consumers and an 

approach based on non~discriminatory access. 

Such strain as these Japanese activities caused was largely dissipated by 

japan's participation in the Washington conference on energy in February 1974 

· · and in the work of the Energy Coordinating Group. But the fundamental d:lfferences 

in the positions of the two nations, one with vast reserves of potential energy 

and the other with virtually none, carries the danger of conflicting policies 

in the future, especially if the United States should oppose, or appear to 

oppose, Japan's efforts to keep on·'good terms with oil-producing states, to 

diversify its sources of energy, to draw upon' the resources of North America, 

and to increase the proportion of its energy supplies under its own control. 

The sensitivity of both nations to their trade relations increases the potential 

for disharmony and dispute. 

II. The Response to ~ Problem 

To date, the response of the Trilateral countries to the energy problem 

has been halting, piecemeal, often inconsistent, and inadequate. The strongest 

and most promising positive ac'tion has been the agreement of the representatives 

of twelve countries,working in the Energy Coordinating Group, on an emergency 

oil-sharing program and on the creation of an International Energy Agency, 

although these PXQP.osals have_pot Y.et been accepted by governments. ------ ----·--~----~~------~ 
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The following, in brief summary, is the record of action, national and 

international, in response to the energy crisis. 

1. North America 

In the United States the Middle East war, the Arab oil embargo, and the 

threat to the security of future supply prompted emergency measures to cope 

with immediate shortages, a cut in demand in response to conservation and 

higher prices, and the launching of the concept ofc::;t;oject Independence," 

with the aim of ensuring a stable supply and eliminating dependence on foreign 

sources by 1980. President Nixon and the Congress failed to agree on a number 

of aspects of energy policy, however, and no comprehensive long-term plan was 

adopted. Certain specific governmental measures have been taken, through 

legislation or executive decision, (a) to. encourage economy of use, (b) to 

promote the expansion of domestic oil and gas production, (c) to authorize and 

expedite building of the Alaska pipeline, (d) to set terms for increased mining 

of coal, (e) to accelerate production of nuclear power, and (f) to increase 

funds for research and development of solar, geothermal and other forms of 

energy. 

These are practical measures which.by themselves will not have early or 

decisive results. The ending of the Arab embargo and the easing of the supply 

situation in the spring of 1974 lessened the sense of urgency. By the end of 

summer, consumption of oil was slightly below the level of the same time the 

year before (reflecting definite progress in conservation) but was rising, and 

dependence on imports (about 38 percent of total oil consumption) remained 

unchanged. Domestic oil production has continued to decline, and although the 
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oil and gas industry has decided to invest large sums in exploration and 

production, those investments will not show results for several years. The 

government's plan for Project Independence.is due for unveiling·late in 1974, ~. . 

and much of it will then require legislation before going into effect. . .• ~\j'Q / 
Canada did not have to respond with drastic measures to the energy ~ ~ 

crisis, and it would be politically difficult to do so as long as large 

exports of oil and gas still go the the United States. It had some shortage 

in its eastern provinces which are dependent on· imported oil, even though the 
. . 

country is a net exporter. Completion of the pipeline from the Alberta oil 

fields to Montreal should give Canada the capability for self-sufficiency if 
nationwide 

it should choose to exercise it, but rising;tlemand and declining production in 

Alberta raise questions for the longer term unless new sources are developed. 

Possessed of large potential energy resources. in the Athabasca tar sands and 

possibly in Artic oil and gas, Canada has adopted a policy of developing its 

energy at a rate suited to its own needs and not primarily for export. It 

has rejected the idea of a "continental" energy program with the United States. 

However, private companies (largely American) are proceeding with increased 

exploration for oil and gas, and arrangements to produce energy for Japan have 

been. the subject of official and private negotiations between Canadians and 

Japanese. 

Because the E.E.C. has not succeeded in the attempt to establish a common 

energy policy, the Europeans have responded to the present crisis primarily on 

a national basis. The response was therefore diverse, and it was.limited. Only 

the Netherlands embarked on a drastic, long-term program to save energy, achieving . 
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substantial results through .a combination of government initiative and the 

response of the population and of private industry. Italy, despite its financial 

plight, has a poor record on conservation. France, after a year in which 

reduction of demand in real terms was negligible, has set a financial ceiling 

for oil imports in 1975 and taken measures to restrict consumption. Britain, 

which has done· little to reduce consumption other than to let higher prices 

take their toll, is relying heavily on future oil and gas from the North Sea 

and on increased use of coal. Germany, like Britain, has raised coal 

production targets modestly. Both France and Germany are committed to a 

substantial growth in the production of nuclear energy; 

·The European Commission has recommended a broad and ambitious program of 

conservation and development of energy over the next decade, with emphasis on 

nuclear energy and gas. But the program has not been accepted by governments. 

Meanwhile, the member countries go their respective ways. The financial 

resources they have devoted .to exploration and to technology in order to reduce 

dependence on imports do not compare, even in relative terms, with the efforts 

deployed in the United States. Nor have European governments begun to face 

hard choices such as Japan is already taking for the adaptation and restructuring 

of industry. 

3• Japan 

(to be supplied by Mr. 

4. International Action 

No agreed international action was taken in the latter months of 1973 

to meet the embargo and production cuts decided by the .Arab states or the price 

rises determined by OPEC. Indeed, the differing reactions by the United States, 

Japan, and the E.E.C. (and between members of the E.E.C.) illustrated a general 
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view that each could serve its interests better through separate action. The 

first serious attempt to establish common approaches was the Washington 

conference of 13 nations in February 1974. The Energy Coordinating Group, which 

grew out of that conference, has been working out cooperative programs covering 

conservation and restraint of demand, development of new sources, emergency 

sharing, research and development, financial aspects, the possibility of meetings 

of consuming and producing countries, and the role of the international oil 

companies. 

This work has proceeded at a disappointingly slow pace but finally produced 

significant draft prono.sals for an emergency sharing plan and for a new inter-

national energy agency with power to take action and a procedure of weighted 
--·~-e-e--

voting likely to produce decisions. The commendable boldness of these proposals 
~ .... ~ -~•"'·-' "' '-w-..-,-=,_,.._,...,~-...,.,.~>""-C,..,._,._ __ _ 

places a challenge squarely before the governments, which hitherto have not 

shown a corresponding sense of urgency. The real test, moreover, will be on > 
7 

the policies to be adopted rather than the institutions and the procedures ( 

through which they may be reached. 

On the pressing financial question, international action has been limited 

to bilateral loans to ease the-plight of countries in serious trouble (e.g., a~~ 
large German loan to Italy), and to the establishment by the.Internatianal ~ 
Monetary Fund of an "oil facilUy.!!..t:or-loans_to_c.Q!!!l:t:r:~11it hardest by oil 

prices, mainly the poorest of the less developed countries. As Italy is followed 

by other consuming countries in reaching the limits of their borrowing capacity, 

with no drop in what they must pay for oil, the need for timely effective inter-· 

national measures to prevent the worst and to avoid a wave of destructive 

nationalistic actions and counteractions should be apparent. 
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III. The Need for New Approaches: ! Long-Term Strategy 

However one looks at the record of response to the energy crisis, some 

conclusions are obvious. \Vhere drastic action is called for, it has not been 

taken. The governments have been timid. The general public has followed a 

philosophy of business as usual and hope for the best. Meanwhile, the 

financial crisis has grown, political dangers have increased, and international 

action is postponed. 

In the light of this record we reaffirm the main recommendations of the 

earlier Report of this Task Force (June 1973): the need for a joint commitment 

by the Trilateral countries to the efficient use and the rational development 

of energy, meeting its high cost as may be necessary, with a general strategy 

and plan covering the next twenty·years; and the requirement for early action, 

national and international, in fulfillment of that commitment. 

We present here, in brief form, the main lines which such a strategy should 

take, again drawing on the prior Report. We stress brevity, not because these 

problems lend themselves to a simple approach, but because our basic pre-

occupation in this Report is with the political and international aspects rather 

than with the details of energy policy. On the other hand, the nature of the 

strategy and plan·must be clear if the consequences for political and social ---
institutions and for international relations are to be properly assessed. 

The common plan for energy policy should establish a series of goals 

'respecting levels of energy consumption, efforts for economy of use, rates of 

development, reduction of deP.endence on energy imported from outside the 

Trilateral area, and meeting the high cost of essential energy whether imported 
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or produced at home. Obviously it is not wise or desirable to provide precise 

sets of figures to illustrate recommendations for a strategy which looks two· 

decades ahead. But in the belief that some general targets for the next ten 

years should be established as a spur to necessary national and international 

action we make the following recommendations. 

l. Growth and ~ level of demand -- How deeply can our countries cut 

their consumption of energy? In order to keep their economies running well, 

with a modest growth of GNP well below that of the years before the energy 

crisis, they will probablY. need an annual rate of inc!ease in energy consumption 

over the next decade ranging from 2 to 4 percent. The lower figure should be 
~------------------~ 

possible for the United Stat~s, which has· more waste to cut, and the higher 
r--' 
figure for Japan, with Europe somewhere in between (see footnote). These 

rates may be compared with those existing before 1973, and then expected to 

continue·, of roughly 3.5 percent for the U.S., 5.5 percent for Europe and nearly 

12 percent for Japan. 

The fiction in those earlier projections makes it somewhat unreal to state 
_., -

by 1985 consumption would be running 18 percent less than originally projected. 

Saving:in Europe and in Japan, with higher rates of pre-crisis projection, 
: f• 

would be correspondingly greater. 



u.s. 

Canada 

E.E.C: 

Japan 

1972 
actual 

2,425 

235 

1,180 

345 

~·' 

--------~-

1 FOOTNOTE 

I . ·'-• 

1975 T. 1980 1985 

2,573 2,841 -- 3,137 

(projected at 2% .annual increase) 

249 275 304 

(projected at 2% annual increas.e) 

1,290 1,495 1,734 

(projected at 3% annual increase 

388 ·-472 . 574 

(projected at 4% annual increase) 

(Adapted. from United Nations StatisticaliYearbook 1973, pp. 348-350) 

I 
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2. Efficiency of ~ -- To hold demand at the. proposed level will require 

a major successful effort to increase conservation and the efficiency of energy 

use. High cost should be the main stimulus to industries and consumers to 

practice conservation and .economy, but. market forces by themselves will not 

suf.fic~:. Public policy will have an essential role in explication and persuasion, - -

in enacting and enforcing standards, in allocating energy to different uses, 

.in equitable distribution of fuels, in helping to plan and finance economic 
' 

adjustment and change, in reorganizing systems of transport, and in sponsoring 

research. Some measures can be taken at .once, without heavy investment. In 

other cases, investment in efficiency of use will be much less than for a 

corresponding increase in supply, and the return will often be mcire rapid. 

Our societies should be ever alert to the possibility of larger reductions 

in consumption, bringing the demand for energy closer to or below the level of 

annual renewal rather than of increase. This will require both new advances 

in technology and · the willingness of people to accept more· drastic change in 

social habits and standards of comfort, but it can be done if it has to be done. 

Individual countries,of course, all have their special conditions; Japan, ·for 

example, has less margin before cutting into the bone of essential industrial 

production. 

J, Development ~additional energy-- The effort to increase· supply within 

the .n.ext few :rears must rest primaz:!lY _:(m i11tensified production within the. 

Trilateral area of known reserves of fossil fuels - especially coal, for it 

may be difficult to bring about any large expansion of oil or natural gas· 

production other than in the North Sea and Alaska. Fach of the Trilateral 
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regions should strive to cover by 1985 15 percent of total energy consumption 

1!/ wi th·nuclear power. Fa.rly decisions are also necessary to perfect the technology 

for gasification of coal and extraction of oil from shale and tar sands, 

although significant energy supplies from the latter two sources may not 

appear until the mid-1980s. 

The consuming countries should consult on the estimates each should set 

for the production of coal, oil, natural gas, nuclear power, hydro power, 

and oil from shale and tar sands, for 1980 and 1985. The resultant figures 

would indicate not pnly the goals for each country and region but. also the 

picture for the .consuming countries as a whole, including the possibilities 

for trade in energy resources between them. 

For the period after 1985 a similar but much more tentative set of goals 

should be set, with emphasis now on research and development. While the effort 

to reduce dependence on uncertain imports of fuels would presumably continue, 

it is not easy to predict what whould be the shape and magnitude of that problem 

by that time. Programs for oil shale, tar sands and nuclear power would by 

then be contributing much more .energy. While research on solar energy, atomic 

L.,' ~ fusion, and other possible sources should be given full rein, our .conclusion ~~~ 

is that the energy base from 1985 to the end of· the century will still rest 

largely on foss'il fuels (increasingly on coal and.its derivatives) and on 

nuclear fission reactors. 

4. Reduction of dependence on outside energy -- The United States and 

_Qgnada-sho.ul.Q aim a;Lr.e.achil'lg and holding, by 1985, a position of dependence 

~n imports from uncertain sources for less than 10 percent of total primary -
energy use. This wo.uld be independence in fact, meaning the capacity to keep 
~ 
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going if imports were cut off. We recognize that neither Western Europe as 

a whole nor Japan can achieve energy independence for many years. The need is 
.,--~--....:_ -~-~--~ -~- ----------------- -~~-= 

for immediate decisions proving a serious intent to move in that-direction, for 

some noticeable progress within a few years, and for commitment to specific 

goals and time schedules. The E.E.C. should reduce its dependence f~om_th~ ..._-::.·_- _-- -----~--~~ --~------·--- ~---~---=:----_:::--_·_;___:~----~-~-__ ... 

present 60 perggrl,t_oo1o,.4.0~Re"I'(l_ent by 1985. Japan should reduce (l()rrespondingly 
~ -==~-•--c•-- ~---~~-"~- -----~-~~-o~> 

from 86.4 percen_t___to 80 p_eg:_<:Lent d!Jp_~~ci~nc::\l. i!l_i;he~ same period. Further lowering 
-~-------- --- ----=-·;_ _______ --, 

of these percentages for Europe and Japan should be envisaged after 1985,. 

esp~cially through the growth of nuclear energy, but the setting of specific 

goals can await intervening developments. 

We do not regard possible imports of oil and gas fr~~~OPEC sources 
J 
'--; 

off-shore Asia, Africa and Latin America are uncertain, and any countr~ so favored 
'"- ---'--~------- --- - . - ·"- --,--, ---~·-·=.c_·=o: 

would probably soon join OPEC. !~e Soviet Union has vast reserves of energy, 

but its own increasing demands willlimi_1; ___ :1,__ts capacity to export. While some __ _.___ ______ _ 

§oviet fuels should be available for Europe and for Japan, the grandiose ~ -- - -- -·- -.,~~~-- ---~--··-- . . -

proposals under discussion by U .S. and Japanese compan!es with the So:v:ie1;.~ 
--. =-~ .·< s-oo:.='o-,_-,.,_ ·- ·- - --

Government for the development and export of oil and gas seem to involve -_- --------------- -------~---~-- - ------- - --~~- 7 
);lig):l-co.s_t.~and..JJJ.gh,.l:i~ and should be weighed against comparable investments /Jk. J" 1 

~---~---=-=---=--:.:.-~- __:_- ·-- ------------~~~--·-'-~-'-.'"'- -. -· ~__,_- o.=.-~--~-~---o·.~=------"'•--~~,----- ' • -- ~--
elsewhere. It is natural for Japan to diversify its sources otoen~rgy by looking 
... • • - - - ~-"'>.- • 

both to the U.S.S.R. and to China. But it is doubtful whether Jail~~~--~ of the_ l 
consuming COUil_tri_es could meet more than a small percentag_e (say~ percent) of its 

total energy demand from t~ose countries, and it would not be wis _f!,o!ll_a politic_!f1"' ~ 

s~andpoint to incur any substantial degree of dependence on them. 
-------------~--

~!/"" 

~o1A~ 
~ ~ Cfv-er) ~ \~); 

~v;f})- Jl~. 
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5. ·.Cooperation in research 

The:Trilateral countries cannot afford separate and competing efforts in this 

field. :On conservation, on many aspects of the development of nuclear energy, on 

experimentation with new and still unusable forms of energy, they·.mU.s.t put science 
' 

and teclrq.ology to work where there are the best chances for achieving results. 

Taking ac,count of all the requirements of the. long-term energy plan, the United 
' 

States, Canada, the E.E.C. and Japan should work out a general framework for cooperation 

in• energy research and development, within which the 
I 

',.}J 

necessary specific arrangementv 

can be ma.de. 

6. The financial burden 

Financial problems will beset the consuming countries at every stage of 

their long=term strategy, as they will be paying for high-cost energy whether it 

comes frorlt OPEC sources or from their own. But the most serious stage, as indicated 

earlier, is the immediate one: now and the next few years when huge sums of money 

in payment for oil. are being transferred to the account of producing countries. 

We shall not, in this Report, make specific recommendations on such matters as 

emergency1credits, arrangements between governments andprivate banks, types and 

directions of investment for oil money, or the role of the international financial 
' 

institutions.* We with to stress three more general points: 
I 

a. The financially stronger countries, frankly recognizing conunon 
I . 

poli t:ical interests, should be prepared to help their partners. whos.e economies . Vl 
have ·~een thrown into crisis by the effects of the high price of oiL r1 {!;(f { 
Howev~r, that aid should be conditioned upon the most rigorous measures of 

' self-discipline and self-heJP. on the part of the recipients and accompanied 

by joint conuni tments to preserve the international trading and financial systeiJI. 

' *A special:report on this subject by Richard N. Cooper, North American rapporteur 
of the Trilateral MOnetary Task Force, was presented to the EXecutive Conunittee 
in June l974. 
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:~. *1. b. The consuming countries .. must ma'intain conti.nuing contact and ~ J'S 
.negotiation with the producing coimtries to deal with the question of .IJ~~ 1 
oil price in the context of the many other questions, both economic andT ~~ 
political, in which both sides are interested. A confrontation on the · 

isolated issue of oil price should be avoided. 

c. The consuming countries must begin at once to put themselves in 

a position where they are less dependent on imported oil and increasingly 

\ 
exert bargatni~ 

as for the supP,ly 

able to reduce the drain on their financial reserves and 

power for lower oil prices. Thus, for the price problem 

problem, the need is for concerted and far-reaching action to conserve 

energy and to develop alternatives to imported oil. 

IV. Relations ~Oil-Producing Countries 

Trilateral countries i 7 Of the series of political challenges posed to the 

by the energy problem, the foremost is to the relations among themselves. 

But another challenge demands their immediate attention, that of relatXns with 

the oil-exporting countries, especially those in the Middle Fast. How is the 

. adjustment to be made between vital consumer interests and the exercise by the 

producers of their new "oil power"? 

In narrow terms, the main problem is one of persuasion: how to convince the 

members of OPEC to keep up the supply of oil, at bearable prices, during the 
s~ -~-' = 
period of continuing dependence. One method is diplomatic argument, which by 

itself is not likely to prevail against counter-argument based on tangible 

interest. Another method is economic pressure. No one 

H- ;_:-
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however, has the capacity to exert· de'cisive pressure··on the producers, and 

·while consumer solidarity is useful and even necessary as a means of balancing 

the solidarity of the members of OPEC, attempts to mobilize collective economic 

· pressure on them are not likely to be effective because the preponderance 

of bargaining power is on their side. Economic .warfare.,-in-the-rom-of-a-ttempts-

to deny food or other supplies, will court political disaster without bringing=>· 
-----the desired results. ___ 

These and other considerations argue for a broader and more positive" 

approach, seeking common and reciprocal interests going far beyond .oil which 

can be furthered by cooperation in a variety of forms, bilateral and multi-

lateral. The ensuing paragraphs touch on these interests and opportunities. 

While .some of them apply to all members of OPEC, most of them are particularly 

applicable to the producing countries of the Middle East, for they are at 

the heart of the problem. 

The principal non-economic factors are the following: 

l. Common interests in security -- The rivalries of local states and of 

outside powers have made the Mtiddle East a region of·dangerous instability. The 

United States, Western Europe, and Japan, in different ways, can contribute to 

!he-security of the region. Certain of the major oil-producing .states regard 
-----·-
it as important that.the existing balance not be upset and that no outside. 

power acquire predominant power in the area of the Persian'(Arabian) Gulf. 

Some of the governing regimes have uncertain or unfriendly relations with 

other states of the region, or must deal with unstable internal situations. 
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Their newly acquired wealth may serve as an invitation to subversion, revolution, 

or intervention from outside. They have a stake in the avoidance of strife 

and may see a benefit to their security in the assurance of Western interest · 

and the presence of Western forces in the area, serving not as a threat of 

intervention in conflicts of local states but as support for their independence 
< -

and nonalignment. 

Similarly, their acquisition of American or European arms for the ful-
---·--~--~--~ 

fillment of plans for national defense, besides helping to reduce balance'-of------------,·----·--· 
payments deficits from oil sales, opens doors to broad cooperation in military, ___ .. __ ~--- '~-- ..... ·-----~ 

and technological fields. The obvious political and economic advantages of 

such sales should not obscure the d~ers of providing ever more sophisticated1 

weapons, stimulating arms races or encouraging militarism. The danger of the~ 
---..... ----
spread of nuclear weapons to the region cannot be overlooked. The supply of r=-------- --- -------------·----·- ·-··- ...... . 
arms is a complex matter, to which supplying and receiving countries should 

address themselves in a framework of common interest in security. We recommend, 

on the side of the suppliers, the establishment of some mechanism,_:Qgssibly in 

the framework of the Atlantic Alliance, so that they may consult, exchange 

information, establish limits of competition, and coordinate decisions, bearing 

in mind the desirability of-eventual negotiation, including the Soviet Union, 

for a general agreement on arms deliveries and arms levels. 

2. The Arab-Israel conflict -- The Trilateral countries have to recognize 

that the question of the supply of oil cannot be separated from the existence 

of the political conflict in the 1tlddle East. The renewal of war between the 

Arab states and Israel or even a failure to reach an agreed settlement within a 

fairly short time would almost certainly lead the Arabs to reduce or cut off 
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oil as they did in 1973-74. The prospect that a new crisis would again drive 

the consuming nations apart highlights the need for an early settlement and 

for an agreed Arnerican-European...:Japanese approach to it. 

This does not mean that the diplomatic roles would not be different; the 
= 

United States will continue to be more directly and deeply involved than Europ_g__ 
. -~ 

___!?£ Japan in the process of mediation and negotiation. But the negotiations { 1,~ t})l} · 

should not be solely in American hands, with the others shut out, nor ~ ~ "t-
.e! '.j)J.. :-( the latter take refuge in statements of policy publicly placating the Arabs e-t/"" •.) ...., 

which make more difficult the task of reaching a negotiated settlement. All ~ 
should know the shape of an emerging settlement, especially if they are going ~ 
to be involved in guar!l.nteeing it. In fact, American, European and Japanese .. · .. -~ 
ideas on the general terms of a settlement, based essentially on the principle ~ . 

of non-acquisition of territory by force and the right of all states to secure ~) 
existence, are not widely different. All have an interest, too, in timely e} ~ -~ 
negotiations for all will suffer from the consequences of the indefinite ~~-~1 ' 
deferral of a settlement. An agreed approach, allowing wide scope for changing v· . 
tactics and for the parties themselves to come together on the final· terms, 

should increase the chances both of Middle East peace and of continued access 

to oil. 

3. !larger role in world affairs-- The oil-producing countries do not 

play a role in international consultations and decisions relating to the world 

economy commensurate with their now greatly increased wealth and power. The 

industrialized countries should encourage their increasing participatiQn, both 

in international institutions and h informal association, in dealing with the 

familiar questions of finance, trade, and development. This will mean giving 
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them more voting power and top-level appointments, with a corresponding reduction 

of the role of others. With the growing urgency of problems such as the balance 

of food and population, the effects of technological change, and protection of 

the world environment, the consuming and producing countries can cultivate 

responsible common interest in the exploration of possible responses and the 

building of new international institutions. 

4. Special relationships -- Another influence which may modify the picture 

of confrontation between consuming and producing countries as blocs at odds 

with each other over oil is the variety of political interests, cultural ties and 

other factors which differentiate individual members of ohe group from each 

other and strengthen relationships with countries on the other. side. Thus, 

the fact that a European nation or the United States may have a close association 

with a particular producing country is both natural and generally useful. It ( 

should be maintained and not condemned on either side as a-retreat to bilaterali ~~~~ 
or an attempt to break the solidarity of one or the other group. If OPEC or vif1 ~~ 
the Arab bloc loses cohesion, it will be because the members are following their sf 1 

.own interests as they see them, not because of outside manipulation. 

East, in particular, is a region of many conflicting local interests, and oil 

solidarity has not displaced all of them. 

On the economic side, many factors of common interest to producers and 

consumers can help to persuade the former to maintain cooperation. For the 

most oart it is a matter of linking what they have (oil money) with what the 

industrialized countries can offer (technology, management skills, many types 

of goods) to-produce what they want (rapid development,--a place in the sun, 

I 
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long-run secrui ty). The following list of items indicates how wide is the 

scope for cooperation. 

1. National development programs -- The highest priority go~s to helping 

the producing countries carry·out their programs for the improvement of 

agriculture and the growth of basic industries. Besides meeting their wants, 

rapid development will promote exports. of the industrialized countries and cut 

down the oil money balances. 

2. Oil-related industries -- The building of petroleum-related industries 

such as refining and petrochemicals in the producing countries is natural and 

inevitable. The consuming countries should provide help, even though the 

temporary effect will be to create competition for their own industries and to 

aggravate their situation regarding the· cost and supply of oil products. 

3. Exploration for oil and gas -- Similar considerations apply to further 

exploration for oil and gas in the producing countries. The effort required 

for it might better be used .to develop energy at home. But if a basic purpose 

is to create a many-sided structure of cooperation, this side can hardly be 

left out. It is obviously related to the willingness of the producing countries 

to continue to supply oil from existing wells. 

4. Development of nuclear and other sources of energy -- The producing 

countries, even those with the largest reserves, are acutely aware that their oil 

is not inexhaustible. The industrialized countries can help them to prepare for 

the day when they will look to other sources. Nuclear projects for desalination 

and generation of industrial power and joint experiments in solar energy 

would serve this aim. 
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5. Investment of oil money in the developed. countries -- A wide field for 

cooperation exists in decisions on the investment of oil producers' surplus 

funds in the ·consuming countries. This side of the economic relationship 

provides for the first time a counterpart to the more fainiliar one of the flow 

of investment in the other direction. It creates mutuality, with each side 

having an interest in an inflow of resources for development and a concern for 

retaining control of fundamental economic decisions. In addition to profit

able investment, the oil-producing states presumably have an int~rest in helping 

the consuming states to avoid serious economic dislocation or collapse under 

the burden of _paym~nts_~or_o!1, which could disrupt their own economies as 

well and strain. political relations more than they wish. 

The investment of producing countries' surplus oil funds in the develop

ment of energy in the developed countries is a special case, for it raises the 

question whether they will wish to contribute to the erosion of the bargaining 

position they now enjoy. They may find that it is in their interest to do so, 

since oil will always be a premium fuel and the development of energy elsewhere 

will tend to make their own reserves last longer. Involvement in this type 

of undertaking could help create in oil-producing and industrialized countries 

alike a habit of looking together.at the total energy situation .in the long 

term and as a world problem. 

6. Negotiations ~ the supply and price of oil -- Leaders of consuming 

countries have appealed directly for the lowering of prices, and leaders of 

producing countries have stated publicly why they do not do so, linking the question 

to inflation of currencies and. the prices of other goods. This is a subject on 

which goyernments should talk seriously in private rather than polemically in 
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~ There are obvious limits on how far trade and prices should or can 

be handled on a government-to-government basis, but OPEC is not an ordinary 

phenomenon and the price of oil threatens the industrialized world with possible 

disaster. We do not believe that the rulers of the two major producing states, 

Saudi Arabia and Iran, wish to see that happen, but there has to be a basis for 

discussion which they accept. If talks covering the price of food, fertilizer, 

apd other commodities can lead to greater understanding of difficulties on both 
-.;:;;·-<--:-"',....~-- =: _-,-- - --~=:··- --

~des and op-~-the ~~~~-~~l~ty of a better .s.i:':~!~ion in respect of the __ ~~!iY 

and the price of oil, then they are well worth undertakini. This is, of course, 
~-=~7-=~-~---·-· .-·--- _ .. ""'DE""---. -=>..:..=----:.- --- . _____ :..<. •. ::: .. '-.::. 

a world problem, an especially urgent one from the standpoint of those LDCs 

unable to pay current prices for any of the essentials they have to import. 

There is and can be no easy way to meet it. But we can begin by recognizing 

that those who stress the linkage between the price of oil and of other goods 

have a point. 

There should be no hard and fast rules on how to approach the oil-

producing countries either on oil·matters alone or on the broader possibilities 

of cooperation. The private international oil companies are no longer in a 

position where they can ma~_; decision§_ or ~gotia~e.e~.f.e~ti'{7~Y .• ~_th ~-~cin: 

states concerning levels ()f .P,r_qcl,u~tion or the price of oil. OPEC has not wished 
'---~~=··~·········~-··· ..... ·····~· -· .. ' .... , 
to negotiate with a bloc of all the consumers. In the situation of the past 

year, in which supplies were uncertain, consuming countries have naturaily turned 

to whatever methods appeared to promise some assurance that they would continue 

to get oil. Some of the bilateral agreements they have made contain specifics 
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on oil deliveries and prices over fixed periods; some specify goods and services 

to be provided in return; others merely set a general framework of cooperation 

in many fields. Fortunately, this "scramble" for special arrangements did not 

do as much harm to general consumer interests as some critics feared, and the 

benefits to those who made them were often illusory. 

There is much to be said for diversity of approach. As long as the general 

interest in equality of treatment is met and bilateral deals neither push up 

the price of oil nor unduly restrict the available supply, such arrangements 

need not be discouraged. When made within the bounds of an agreed strategy of 

consuming states, they may be useful in keeping open doors and. raising the total 

quantity of available oil supplies. 

Similarly, the dialogue now begun between the E.E.C. and the Arab League 

is a promising means of opening up discussion on a wide range of possible 

cooperation between European and Arab countries. Although there is· no authority 

on the Arab side which could make a general agreement, the Community could open 

up the possibility of special arrangements with individual Arab countries. The 

United States, Canada, and Japan have no reason to object to such discussions 

or the agreements which emerge from them, again with the provi~o ~_t~"~~=!.:~ l 
in accord with an agreed general strategy and do not damage the interests of others.) 
~ --=--=- - --4 ~--

As a stimulus or as a supplement to general talks between governments of 

consuming and producing countries, we suggest that the Trilateral Commission r 
should set up an expert group which could discuss unofficially with OPEC lt~ \' 
"'P"'"'"'"'""'' • •holo '"""' of '''''' oooh :!-~CC!l) ~~ ""P"'""< root\~ 
and relations with LDCs, on which the two groups have both conflicting .-=·- ... . . . 
interests and opportunities for cooperation. Seizing such opportunities could 
~- - ~"'-~~--~_;;::;-:;---::: 

open the way to a large-scale multiplication and flowering of economic and political 
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relationships involving the 'Trilateral countries with the oil-producing 

countries. If the initial period of shock and stress can be surmounted and 

the process of cooperation can gain momentum, the vexing questions of price, 

recycling, hot money, and production cuts may be dealt. with in the perspective 

of a growing mutuality of interest. 

V. Development of Energy in the Trilateral Region 

We have already stressed the need for a common long-term strategy for the 

development of energy resources in the Trilateral countries themselves. Here we 

shall look mainly at the international political aspects. They are determined to 

a large extent by the fact that the resources in question are unevenly distributed. 

In brief, North America has a strong position in current production and proven 

reserves of fossil fuels, plus a vast potential for the production of oil from 

shale and tar sands when the technology for its extraction is further improved; 

Europe, except for North Sea oil and gas and a declining coal· industry, is in a 
e(1 

\~~ 
JJ 

much less favorable position; and Japan has practically no natural fuel resources. 

If the United States with its Project Independence and Canada with a 
=-:=- ~ 

national energy policy $LeYel,_gp t_Qeir respective resources only to fill their own 
---=---~·""'-'--"'o:..--""~-..,-:--=-""'-'-'' . ____ ...,_ ____ ~--....,.,..~-..~'--- .-- --~---o-·:::.c:.""""".::-o.:_-_ _,~ - "::·=-.·.-:,.·~=-~-..:::_-:--.:_"-:c::--~ -~- ~ - , 

n\1,eds,_1;l;te.~~QP,!'!_ans. and,AEillanese will surely question the.usefulness of inter-
~ -~--~ "' ~~~--'-""-•--''_:t>..o __ c, . ' '' . '' ;'"",.•,_--·- '·'•. _ -•--~ ~-.-----.,-,_.,-::--:-----~--~ 

n!)tiO~_!~lidaritpn other !!!meets of the energy problem, not to speak of :. 

other mat teJ:f!,._.N~c.lean..eneFg\Y-cannoj.,.,.pr.o!J!.is.E'!-t.heJI)_s,\lQ§~t.a,n.ti!\l~:r.eJl~.f,;r;om heay:y 
"'------"'"- . ~ .. 

dependence on OPEC oil for a long time. They have an obvious interest in the 

development of North American fossil fuel resources for the purpose of sharing 

in the increased production. 
~-,.---,"""'"""-· -.----·cc~ ~~~;- ~-~-e-:;:-=7_,-.:•:;::_:":"~ 
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''•' 

It may not be easy for the United States and Canada to accept the 
'\'---

1): 
woposition that their energy reserves shoJ!ld be exploited, and exhausted, more ~· ' ). 
~ = 

rapidly than they would plan in the light of their own lo~e= requirements. I [~ · -
There is need for full and frank discussion, within each country and in inter-

national discourse, in order to find an agreed balance and reconciliation of 

possibly conflicting interests. If the solidarity and cooperation of the 

Trilateral countries is necessary and desirable for reducing dependence on OPEC, 

for emergency sharing, for coping with high oil prices, and for moving ahead to 

develop nuclear power and other forms of energy for the future, then it should 

be valid as well for the development of known resources, wherever their 

within the Trilateral area. 

location
1 

Development of these resources on a large scale will require large new 

investments, as well as guarantees that the resulting high-cost energy will 

fact have an outlet, for instance through long-term purchase contracts. The 

home countries should welcome the added foreign capital, and participating 

foreign interests would have to share in the risks and in the guarantees. 

Governments of the Trilateral countries should try to agree on a set of 

general rules covering the priority of development of various resources, the 

degree of domestic and outside. participation in investment, estimated volume of 

production, and the availability of a portion of the product for the export 

market. Mutually advantageous bilateral arrangements, of course, should not 

have to await the conclusion of a formal multilateral agreement. 

Under appropriate legislation, private and mixed and public companies might 
. I 

all have a role. There is room for wide variety in practice, allowing scope for 

private enterpri~e and market forces to do what they can do more efficiently 
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than governments. The wider the area of agreement, the better the chances for an 

overall long-term strategy to work. The sensitivities of Canada or Norway, of 

Britain or of the United States, are fully understood, and their sovereign 

governments have the last word, but our countries are not closed national 

preserves. It is legitimate and desirable, for example, that American companies 

mining of American coal, or an EEC consortium in the processing of Canada's tar , , ,,, ___ ,,,, ___ =c~c="=~===-~,, ""'"=;;-=,-~,,...,, =-=,,-==~h-=--"'-"-
ands. 

This question is of the greatest significance as a test of Trilateral 

solidarity. Will it be seen as a conflict of national versus foreign interests, 

or of haves versus have-nets, or as an opportunity for contributions of different 

kinds to be made by all in the interest of a viable economy for the entire 

Trilateral region? If our nations do not succeed in finding common ground in 

dealing with themselves, it is difficult to see how they can stay together in 

dealing with the oil-producing countries. 

VI. Social and Political Change 

There can be little doubt that more serious shortages of energy and more 

drastic adjustment of economic patterns and social lifestyles lie ahead. We 

have noted that renewal by the Arab states of embargoes and cuts in exports, 

perhaps more severe than the last time, is a'serious possibility. A second and 

more certain engine of change and disruption is the financial squeeze which has 

already been felt and will grow tighter. The drain on the money supply caused 

mainly by high oil prices is forcing one consuming country after another to take 

measures in self defense. Part of the burden may be shifted elsewhere, at the 

expense of other countries and of the international economic system, but mainly 
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it will have to be borne at home •. .Finally, the long-term energy strategy 

. recommended by this Report as the best course toward a more secure future will 

make very heavy demands on governments, private industry, and the public, 
\ 

particularly in the area of energy conservation. Economic factors will by 

themselves induce certain changes. But the situation will call for a considerable 

degree of voluntary cooperation and of acceptance, voluntary or involuntary, of 

governmental regulation of personal lives. 

We cannot predict precisely what changes and adjustments will be necl!ssary. 

But there will surely be a slower overall growth of the economy, a restructuring 

of production, a high rate of investment, and a retreat from some of the more 

extravagant features of our consumer society. The cult of the automobile and 

the current methods of constructing, heating and cooling buildings can hardly 

remain unaffected. In essence, there will be a reallocation of capital, labor, 

technology, and available supplies of energy through the economics of scarcity. 

We foresee shifts from energy-intensive industries to others which consume less; 

from relatively non-essential (the .highly developed packaging industry, for 

example) to more essential production; and from wasteful to energy-efficient 

methods of transporting people and goods. Such shifts will mean changes in 

patterns of investment and of employment, a high level of technological unemploy-

ment, and perhaps a reduced working week. Serious social strains are bound to 

appear, especially if the economies of the industrial 

plagued also by inflation and financial instability. 

Not all our governments are strong, and it is a virtue of democracy that it 

is sensiti.ve to the public mood. It is a real question, therefore, whether the 

necessary sacrifices will in fact be accepted by powerful elements in the body 

politic, be they politicians, civil servants, trade unions, business men, or an 
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undefined mass of ordinary citizens. In such cases, there is instability and 

turmoil whether a government tries to face the crisis or tries to avoid it. 

Each nation, of course, will have to make its own decisions on how the necessary 

elements of social discipline, governmental control, arid changes in customary 

lifestyles can be reconciled with the vital need to preserve civic freedoms 

democratic institutions. But none will be acting in isolation. Political 

chaos or the coming of anti-democratic forces to power in any of 

countries would be a most serious danger to their· common 

It is not possible to avert such dangers with vague formulas for solidarity 

and cooperation. On the economic side, the·problems of industrial structure, the 

environment, and the mobility of labor will call for common planning and for a 

~.!!"R~::=r~i_"'no;t,;;e:;z:n,.o: .;:ca;t::oio;.n~a;;.l~s~y:;.s:;t.;,e;;m;;..t;;ha;;;;n-.;e;.v;.;e;;;;.r. Politically; sensitivity to each other's 

problems and agreement on sharing burdens and shortages provide the only way 

to keep the system from breaking down. 

Because all our countries will have to get along with less energy, it is 

indefensible that they should differ widely in the burdens and the discipline 

they accept, as they now do on the most important matter of all, conservation. 

Obviously the standards and practices cannot be the same everywhere, but there 

should be, first, an acceptance of the principle of equity; second, an attempt 

to define what is equitable and to get agreement on it; and third, some mechanism, 

in an international energy agency or in the O.E.C.D., which could establish 

general critera and make judgments on each country's performance. 
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These social problems, in their consequences as in their causes, are in 

essence international. Our nations have to attack them together, in the context 

of the long-term strategy on energy and of common political interests. The 

steadiness required of governments and the dedication and self-discipline 

required of.the people can hardly be sustained unless the latter are convinced 

that the enterprise is a vital one and that their efforts are being matched 

by those of their allies. 

All these matters requiring cooperation could be more easily and sensibly 

handled if the EUropean Community had common energy policies and could act as 

a unit in partnership with the United States, Canada, and Japan. Until that 
1"":---~-~~~~--.. , -==~~~·- -~- --~~~-=---
degree of unity exists, it is all the more important that al~ the Western 

•. _.,-- - -- --:.=..::.:_-_::__-_-_=-: -=-----:--::::.--_::-_--____ _ 

European states, including France and Norway, be i~ a position to act effectively 
--- - -=----o:-==-=__,..,---_:=----------- ___ _,._ __ -"-- -· -·---' -------

with other Trilateral countries through such organs as the proposed international - -_-,._ -~ ---·- --~ 

energy agency and the O.E.C.D. 
("--·· . 

It would be useful to have, in addition, a non-goverrunental body o'." 

experts who could make a long-range evaluation of the social dynamics of the 

three regions, monitor the evolving situation, and report periodically to 

governments and to the Secretary General of O.E.C.D. 

VII. Conclusions 

Our conclusions have already been stated in the body of the,Report. By 

way of resume, we wish to emphasize three broad conclusions and a number of 

specific recommendations. 

A. General 

1. Energy policy -- The Trilateral countries should have a common 

long-term energy strategy under which they can act decisively and without 

delay to assure their political independence and economic health. The 

successful carrying out of such a strategy will create, in effect, a 

Trilateral energy community. In the experience of this constructive 
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enterprise our nations can begin to move the now floundering inter

national economic system to higher eroUnd. 

2. Social and political consequences -- The· effects of the energy crisis 

and the requirements of a long-term strategy will lead to major changes 

in the economic structure of our societies and in the lifestyles of our 

citizens, and probably to political instability as well. In adapting 

to and managing those changes, governments and peoples will have to show 

extraordinary steadiness and a determination·to preserve democratic 

institutions. The problems. cross national frontiers. Therefore, the 

attack on them must be a common one. 

3. International aspects -- The energy crisis has weakened the Trilateral 

countries and driven them apart. They must re-create their unity. Only 

if they work together on the problems of energy strategy, and on the 

related problems of finance and trade, vdll they be able to repair the 

damage already done and get through the difficult transitional period of 

the next decade. Only if they have a common approach of their own will 

they be able to work effectively with other nations. On that basis, but 

with cooperation rather than confrontation as the watchword, they should 
' 

strive to cre'ate with the oil-producing countries a network of mutual 

economic and other interests which will help to assure ~ital supplies of oil. 

B. Specific 

1. Reduction of dependence ~imported energy -- The United States and 

·canada should aim at being substantially independent, with less than 10 

percent of energy demand filled by imports, in 1985 and thereafter. 
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Western Europe should reduce dependence to 40 percent, and Japan 

to 80 percent, by 1985. 

2. Conservation -- All consuming countries should make major efforts for 

conservation and efficiency of use, holding the ruL~ual grov~h of energy 

consumption over the next decade below 2 percent in North America, 3 

percent in Europe, and 4 percent in Japan. Their peoples should be 

prepared for even sharper cuts if necessary and for a real reduction 

in living standards. 

3. Development of·~ sources --The common energy strategy shoulq include 

setting rough national and Trilateral production goals, covering the 

period to 1985, for coal, oil, natural gas, nuclear power, and other forms 

of energy. Consequent decisions on investment for increased prOduction, 

and for research on development of new sources of energy for the longer 

run, should be taken without delay. The Trilateral countries should 

plan together for future cooperation in the development of the ex'tensive 

energy reserves of North America as an important means of meeting the 

long-run needs of the entire Trilateral area. 
' . . . . 

4. Relatio~s with oil-producing countries -- The recommended broa~ 

approach to those countries should be attuned to their ba~ic interests·· 

in security, in rapid development, in a sound long-run energy position, 

and in a larger role in world affairs. In that context and in line 

with their own agreed strategy, the consuming countries should be' 

prepared to engage in negotiations with the producing countries on the 

supply and price of oil. The Trilateral Commission should consider 

creation of an unofficial expert group which could discuss ~~th 

representatives of OPEC the entire range of energy, trade, and monetary 

problems and the opportunities=for cooperation. 
J2 ::2 . ::a 
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5. The Arab-Israel conflict -- Because a ',liddle East settlement is of 

great importance to all of them, the Trilateral countries should follow 

a generally coordinated approach, allowing room for diversity in their 

respective roles and for flexibility in tactics. They should be pre

pared to use their influence on behalf of steady progress in negotiations 

between the parties and the achievement without undue delay of a peace 

settlement based on essential acceptance of the principle of non

acquisition of territory by force and the right of all states to 

secure existence. 

6. Financial crisis -- The consuming countries should attempt to ride out 

the current crisis of the oil payments drain through recycling arrange

ments, emergency loans to the more hard pressed, and cooperation among 

themselves and with producing countries on the investment of surplus oil 

funds, meanwhile taking action by conservation and development of 

alternative sources of energy to reduce the future size of the problem; 

7. Economic and social impact In meeting the impact of the energy 

problem on their economies and social order, governments should agree 

on equitable standards for bearing the burdens of scarcity and of 

adjustment. 

8. lkichinery -- Governments should establish as soon as possible 

machinery for cooperative action beginning with arrangements such as the 

Energy Coordinating Group has proposed. In the absence of a common E.E.C. 

energy policy, it is necessary that all the Western European countries 

participate with North America and Japan dealing with the problem in the 

proposed international energy agency and in the O.E.C.D. A body of 

unofficial experts with the task of evaluating both current data and the 

long-range social dyna~ics of the energy situation, reporting to govern~ents 

and to the public, would be a useful supplement to official activity. 
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I. Dimensions of the Problem 

Energy is the economic lifeblood of the industrialized nations. 

Through the 1950s and 1960s, plentiful and cheap energy, increasingly 

based on oil, made possible the growing prosperity of North America, 

Western Europe, and Japan. There was a general expectation that these 

conditions would continue on into the future, with the rapidly rising 

demand for energy filled principally by imported oil at easily bearable 

cost. Events since 1970, and especially since October 1973, have exposed 

the falsity of such expectations. 

The governments and peoples of the Trilateral countries now know that 

a vital portion of their energy supply is subject to reducti.on or inter-

ruption at the will of the oil-exporting countries; that the ability of 

the oil-exporting countries to set ever higher prices for their oil can 
• I 

·place heaV}' and possibly unbearable burdens on the econom.ies of individual 

oil-consuming countries and on the international monetary and trade system; 

and that the anticipated expansion of energy demand must be drastically 

modified. 

The energy problem may be considered in three different time periods. 

Al1 three have already begun. 



2. 

The first period is the present and near future. Its crisis is 

the threat to financial and economic health and stability caused prin-

cipally by the sudden rise in the price of oil since the end of 1973, 

and has to be dealt with nOli. This next year. or tt~o can also see a 
if 

crisis of supply_,/Middle East peace negotiations do not succeed and 

major oil-producing countries again resort to the "oil weapon" for 

political reasons. 

The second period covers .the next decade_, from now until 1985, 

in Which the consuming countries, in addition to meeting the continuing 

financial problem, must make a serious and necessarily costly effort to 

free themselves from critical dependence on imported oil. This can only 

be a gradual process, but it will not be done at all unless goals for 

the development of alternative sou['"ces and for reduction of demand are 

set now and the necessary decisions are taken in time. 

The third period is the longer term, to the endof this century, 

in which the need is for the timely development of new sources of energy, 

not only to replace oil imports but to cope with ~he decline of the 

world's reserves of hydrocarbon fuels. Here again, governments will have 

to take d.ecisions in the near future, especially on research and develop-

ment, although they should retain flexibility to adjust their goals and 

programs in the light of scientific research and technologicai change. 

Every nation of the Trilateral area will have to steel itself to 

meet these challenges and to marshal its resources to that end. But it 

is obvious that not all have the requisite resources, even if they have 

the political will, and that energy is more than a national problem_ for 

' . 

-~ 



each individual country.· It is a critical element in ·the whole complex 

of international economic relationships involving.the supply:and move-

ment of raw materials, the rules and practices of world trade, the 

maintenance of an international monetary system, and the contrC)l of 

inflation. Just as the shortage of energy can inflict serious damage 

on national economies, so can nationalistic or uncoordinated action to 

cope with shortage place intolerable strains on the trade and financial 

system on which those economies depend. 

The energy problem, moreover, has an inevitable impact on interna- · 

tional political relations. It has pitted oil-cons~ing against oil-

producing countries in an adversary relationship which reflects not only 

a clash of economic interests but also,in both its origins and its conse- · 

quences, questions requiring political solution. It has had a devasta-

ting effect on the poorest of the developing countries, which cannot 

meet the new high prices for energy, and has sharpened their insistence 

on better treatment. from the rest of the world community. It 'may raise 

new questions in the relations of the industrial countries with the Com-
• f 

munist powers, depending largely on whether the latter seek to exploit 

the difficulties or help to solve them. Finally, and most important 

for our purposes here, the crisis brings inevitable strains in the rela-

tions among the Trilateral countries themselves, as each confronts chal-

lenges to. which national action which can only show results at the expense 

of others is often the natural or mos~ easily available response. It 

has weakened and disrupted the European Community, deepened differences 

within the Atlantic Alliance, and added stress to U.S.-Japanese relations. 
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II. The Response to the Problem 

To date, the response of the Trilateral countries has been halting, 

piecemeal, inconsistent, and inadequate •. The following,.·in btief sum_; 

mary, is the record of action. 

1. North America 

Before the Middle East war of OCtober 1973 the United States had 

no unified energy policy although President Nixon stressed the need for one. 
oil 

The war, the Arab/embargo, and the threat to the security of future supply 

prompted emergency measures to meet the immediate shortages, a cut in 

demand in response to conservation measures and higher prices, and the 

President's launching of the concept of "Project Independence," with the 

aim of ensuring a stable supply of energy and eliminating dependence on 

foreign sources of energy by 1980. Considerations of national security as 

well as economic concerns lay behind the project. 

The ending of the Arab oil embargo and the easing of the supply 

situation in the spring of 1974, however, lessened the sense of urgency·." 

By the end of summer, consumption of oil was at roughly the same level as 

at the same time in 1973 (reflecting the prior shortage and definite ga~ns 

through conservation)but was rising,and the dependence on imports {38 per 

cent of total oil consumption) remained unchanged. 

President Nixon and the Congress did not agree on a number of aspects 

of energy policy, and no comprehensive long-term plan was adopted. Certain 

specific governmental measures have been taken, however, through legislation 

or through executive decision: (a) to encourage economy of use,{b) to promote 

the expansion of domestic oil arid gas production, (c) to authorize· and expe-
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dite building of the Alaska pipeline, (d) to set the terms for increased 

mining of coal, (e) to accelerate production of nuclear p~~er, and (f) to 

increase funds for research and development of solar, geothermal and o.ther 

forms of energy. 

These are in the nature of partial measures which by themselves are 

not likely to bring any marked changes in the levels of energy consumption 

or the rate of development of new sources. Domestic oil production has 

continued to decline. On the ~ide of private initiative, the oil and gas 
\ 

industry has decided to invest large sums for exploration and production. 

The effects of .these investments, which will not show results for several 

years, cannot be accurately estimated •. Meanwhile, the government is 

preparing a program for Project Independence for unveiling in the late 

fall of 1974. 

Canada, also concerned about national security and economic indepen-

dence,has set for itself the goal of self-sufficiency in energy by 1980, 

a goal which should be well within reach without extraordinary effort. 

This means that oil produced in the west (Alberta) will be increasingly 
I . 

used to meet demand in the eastern provinces currently filled by imports. 

Canadian oil, gas, and coal are to be developed at a rate suited to 

Canada's own needs and not primarily for export •. On the question. of long-

term supply, the Canadian government has rejected the idea of a comprehen-

sive "continental energy program" in collaboration with the United States. 

HoHever, Canadian and other private companies are proceeding with increased 

oil and gas exploration (and possible pipeline construction) in the Arctic 

wnich, if successful, could increase considerably the future amounts of 

energy available. Canada unquestionably has important potential energy 
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resources which could help meet consumer demand in other industrial 

countries but has not found compelling reasons to see them rapidly 

developed for that purpose. 

2. Western Europe (to be supplied) 

3. Japan (to be supplied) 

4. International action 

No agreed international action was taken by a broad front of 

consuming states in the latter months of 1973 to meet the embargo and 

production cuts decided by the Arab states or the price rises determined 

by OPEC. Indeed, the differing reactions by the United States, Japan, 

and the EEC (and between members of the EEC) illustrated a general view 

that each could serve its interests better through separate rather than. 

conc;erted action. The first serious attempt to establish common approaches 

was the Washington conference of 13 nations in February 1974. They agreed 

on a number of principles, and 12 of them agreed to develop a cooperative 

program covering conservation and restraint of demand, development of· 
I . . 

energy resources, an emergency supply plan, research and development, 

financial aspects, the possibility of meetings of consuming and producing. 

countries, and the role of the international oil companies. 

The Energy Coordinating Group, which is working out these approaches, 

has agreed on an emergency sharing plan for presentation to governments •. 

In other respects, although comprehensive proposals are in preparation, 

its work has been disappointingly sl~~. It has suffered from the absence 

of France, from the continued inability of the European members to reach 

a co=on energy policy among themselves, and above all be·cause none of the 

governments has shown a sufficient·sense of the urgency of the problem. 
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5. The impact of high oil prices 

Consuming countries have found no satisfactory answer to the 

effects of the high oil prices determined by OPEC at the end of 1973 

and maintained or increased during 1974. They have paid the price, 

in order to keep· their economies going. ·, There are two main problems. 

The first is the serious plight of countries which lack energy resources 

or financial strength, or both, a situation immediately evident in 

Italy's case and certain to come to others. The second is the general 

financial problem stemming from the transfer of massive sums of oil 

money from the consuming to the producing countries ($60 billion surplus 

'to the latters 1 import requiremenis is a conservative estimate for 

1974 alone, with comparable sums in the next few years). 

The response to the first problem has been the taking of. 

austerity measures by the individual countries directly affected and 

the extension of credit to them by private banks, the IMF, and by · 

other governments. These are but stop-gap measures, for .if the drain of 

financial resources continues the credits will be exhausted and the 
i 

crisis will remain in more acute form. 

The second problem, that of "recycling" the oil payment money not 

balanced by exports to the producers back to the consuming countries 

in the form of investment, has been handled in part through the private 

international banking system. The sums are or will be too large, 

however, for the private banks to handle without backing by central 

banks or governments. The investment process, meanwhile, goes its 
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own way as individual oil~producing states put their funds .on deposit, 

make their own decisions on short and long-term investment, _or 

conclude bilateral agreements with individual consuming states. But 

the oil money is piling up too quickly,_ there is insufficient time for 

.adjustment, and the investment does not go into the consuming countries 

which need it most. 

-Appeals to the producing countries to relieve the situation 

by reducing the price of oil, whether based on political sympathy, 

common interest in a viable world economy, or the dangers of confrontation, 

have not induced them to do so. 

III. The Need for New Approaches: A Long-Term Strategy 

Coping with the financial effects· of the high price of OPEC_ 

oil is the most urgent task before our countries. Proposals to deal 

with it are being made in a separate report of the Trilateral Monetary 

Task Force. We shall not, in this report, make specific recommendations 

on such matters as emergency credits, arrangements between governments 

and private banks, types and directions of investment for oil.money, 

or the role of the international finanCial institution!!. We wish to 

stress three more general points: 

1. The financially stronger countries should be prepared. to help 

those whose economies have been thrown into crisis by the effects of 

the high price of oil. However, that aid should be conditioned upon 
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the most rigorous measures of self-di·scipl;i.ne and self-help on the part 

of the recipients and accompanied by joint commitments to preserve 

the international trade and financial system. 

2. The consuming countries must maintain continuing contact and 

negotiation with. the producing countries to deal with the question 

of oil price in the context of the many other questions, both economic 

and political, in which both sides are interested. A confrontation 

on the isolated issue of oil price should be avoided. 

3. The consuming countries must begin at once to put themselves 

in a position where they are less dependent on imported oil and 

increasingly able to reduce the drain on their financial reserves and 

exert bargainir~ power for lower oil prices. Thus, for the price 

problem as for the supply problem, the need is for concerted and far

reaching action to conserve energy and to develop alternatives to 

imported oil. 

We reaffirm the main recommendation of the earlier Report of this 

Task Force (June 1973): the need for a joint commitment by the Trilateral 

countries to develop energy and meet its high cost, with a plan 

covering the next twenty years. 

The plan should establish a series of general goals respecting 

levels of energy consumption, efforts for economy of use, rates of 

development of old and new sources, and reduction of dependence on 

energy imported from outside the Trilateral region. Obviously it is. 

not possible to set figures with great precision in a general report 
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which looks twenty years into the future. But we believe that general 

targets for the next ten years such as those proposed below should be 

established as a spur to necessary national and international action. 

1. Level of demand 

' In order to keep their economies running, our countries will 

probably need to increase consumption of energy by from 2 to 3 percent 

annually. That is a minimum figure which corresponds to a modest 

level of growth of GNP, but it may also be a realistic maximum in 

view of the magnitude of the efforts in investment, technology and 

enterprise necessary to expand the energy supply. (See table) 

2. Efficiency of use 

To hold energy demand at the proposed level will require a 

major successful effort to increase the efficiency of energy use. The 

high cost of energy should be the main stimulus to industries and 

consumers to practice conservation and efficiency. But public policy 

will' have an essential role in explication and persuasion, in enacting 

and enforcing standards, in equitable distribution.of fuels, in helping 

to plan and finance economic adjustment and ch~e, and in sponsoring 

research. 

It should be a minimum goal to cut in half, by conservation and 

economy, the 5 percent average annual increase which appeared in pre-

crisis estimates of energy demand. Much of this.saving might be gained 

in the early years of the ten-year period. · Bigger savings, brir~ing the 

demand closer to the level of renewal rather th&< of increase might 

still be possible, depending on tecrillology, but waste is finite and 
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economy must take account of the increased need for energy to develop 

a bigger domestic production of energy. Individual countries of course, 

all have their special conditions; Japan, for example, could.save 

less than others by conservation of energy before cutting into the bcine 

of essential industrial production. 

3. Reduction of dependence on outside energy 

The rate.at which dependence on impor.ted energy is reduced will, 

of course, depend on the size of the gap between anticipated demand 

and available other supplies. The proposed moderate rate of increase 

in demand and the anticipated major effort in conservation will narrow 

the gap at one end: The expansion of domestic supplies of various 

kinds of energy will narrow it at the other. Because such·expansion 

will take time, we recggnize that no spectacular reduction in imports 

is possible in the next few years and that neither. Western Europe as a 

whole. nor Japan cannot achieve energy independence for many years. The. 

need is for immediate. decisions proving a serious intent to develop 

other sources, for some noticeable. progress within a few ye.ars in 
• I 

reducing the. leve.l of oil imports, and for commitment to specific 

goals and time schedules. 

The United States a.~d Canada should aim at reducing their dependence 

on imports by 1985 to less than 10 percent of total energy use - this 

would be independence in fact, meaning the capacity to keep goiP~ in 

case imports were cut off. The EEC should reduce its dependence on 



oil imports from the present 60 percent to 40 percent by 1985. Japan 

should reduce its present 86 percent dependence to percent in the 

same period. Further lowering of these percentages for Europe and Japan 

should be envisaged after 1985, but the setting of specific goals_ can 

await intervening developments. 

4. Development of additional energy 

The development of alternatives to imported oil depends on many 

factors, notably the size of reserves, availability of capital, lead _ 

times for development, pro~ess of_ technology, environmental concerns, 

and political will. The effort to reduce dependence on imports by 1985 

to the levels indicated above must rest primarily in intensified 

production of known reserves of fossil fuels. Those sources are the 

most likely to show good results within the next few years, especially 

coal, for it may be difficult to bring about any large expansion of 

oil or natural gas production other tha11 from the !Jorth Sea and Alaska. 

Nuclear energy development must be pushed, but past progress has been 

painfully slow and major expansion will probably come after 1985 rather· 

than before. With early decisions to perfect the technology for 
I 

gasification of c_oal and extraction of oil from shale and tar, sands, 

the beginnings of significant energy supplies from these sources 

should appear shortly before 1985. 

Each consuming country should set production estimates for coal,· 

oil, natural gas, nuclear power, hydro power, and oil from shale and 

tar sands for 1980 and 1985. The resultant figures would indicate not 

only the goals for each country and region but also the total picture 
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for the consuming countries as a whole, including the possibilities 

for trade in energy resources between them. (See illustrative table) 

For the period after 1985 a similar but much more tentative set 

of goals should be set. While the effo-rt to reduce dependence on 

uncertain imports of fuels would pres~bly continue, it is not easy 

to predict what would be the shape and magnitude of that problem by 

that time. The longer-range task of preparing for the post-oil age 

would be looming larger. Programs for oil shale, tar sands and nuclear 

power would by then be contributing much more energy if the necessary 

decisions on research and development had been taken well in advance. 

\Thile research on solar energy, atomic fusion, and other possible 

sources should be given full rein, our conclusion is that the energy 

base from 1985 to the end of the century_will still.rest largely on 

fossil fuels (increasingly on coal in various forms) and on nuclear 

reactors. 

IV. The Need for New Approaches: The Political Dimension 

This report will concentrate on the political. implications of the . -

energy problem, for its most damaging effects may_ be on the world's 

political relationships, and no plan for economic action can succeed 

without political decisions and the will to carry them out. Moreover, 

in posing a series of challenges to which, together with those of 

inflation and economic recession, the Trilateral countries seem helpless 

to find adequate response. either individually or through existing modes 

of common action, the energy problem has forced them to search for ne11 

ways out. 
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It is not enough to seek to repair the dmnage. Our countries must 

get beyond the point where they wer.e when the energy crisis hit them, 

for that was revealed as a situation of vulnerability and weakness, 

political as well as economic. This report, accordingly, will focus 

on six mainly political aspects: (a) forces within the European 

Community; (b) European-American relations; ( c ) Japanese-American 

relations; (d) relations with the oil-exporting countries, especially 

those in the Middle Fast; (e) relations among the Trilateral countries 

as they proceed with the development of energy resources in their 

own region; and (f) the changes in society and institutions broJJght 

on by the energy crisis and by the measures taken to meet it, .including 

possible political unrest and threats to free institutions. 

V. Intra-European Relations (along the lines of the de Carrnoy draft) 

VI. European-Arneric~~ Relations (along the lines of the de Carmoy draft) 

VII. Japanese-American Relations (to be supplied} 

• I 
VIII. Relations with Oil-Producing Countries 

In narrow terms, the main problem for the consuming countries in 

their relations with the members of OPEC is one of persuasion: how 

to convince them to keep up the supply of oil, at bearable prices, 

during the period of continuing dependence. One method is logical 

argument, which by itself is not likely to prevail against counter-

argument based on tangible interest. Another method is economic pressure. 

No one consuming country, however, has the capacity to exert decisive 
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pressure on the producers, and while consumer solidarity is useful and 

even necessary as a means of balancing the solidarity of the reembers 

of OPEC, attempts to mobilize collective economic pressure on them are 

not likely to be effective because the preponderance of bargaining 

power is on their side. 

The approach should be in broad and not in narrow terms. It 

should seek out common and reciprocal interests going far beyond oil 

which can be furthered by cooperation .in a variety of forms, bilateral 

and multilateral. The ensuing paragraphs touch on these interests 

and opportunities. While some of them apply to all of the members. of 

OPEC, most of them are particillarly applicable to the producing countries 

of the Middle East, for they are at the heart of the problem. 

The principal non-economic factors are the following: 

1. Common interests in security 

The rivalries of local states and of outside powers have ~ade 

the 1tiddle East a region of dangerous instability. The United States, 

Western Europe, and Japan, in different ways, can contribute to the 
• 
' security of the region. Certain of the major oii-producing states regard 

it as important that the existing balance not be upset and that no 

outside power acquire predominant power in the area of the Persian 

(Arabian) Gulf. They see a benefit to their security in the assurance 

of V/estern interest and the presence of Western forces in the area, 

serving not as a threat of intervention in conflicts of local states but 

as support for their independence and nonaligp~~ent. Similarly, their 

acquisition of American or European arms for the fulfillment of plw~s 
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for national defense, besides helping to reduc·e balance-of -paYI!lents 

deficits caused by oil sales, opens doors to broad cooperation in 

military and technological fields. A word of warning is necessary 

against the dangers of stimulating arms races.or encouraging militarism.· 

But if trading arms for oil is no simple. cure-all for the problems of 

both sides, neither is it to be hastily or unilaterally dismissed. 

It is a complex matter to which supplying and receiving countries 

should address .themselves in a framework of a common interest in 

security. 

2. The Arab-Israel conflict 

The Trilateral countries have to recognize that the question of 

the supply of oil cannot be separated from the existence of the 

political conflict in the Middle East. The renewal of war between the 

Arab states and Israel or even a failure to reach an agreed settlement 

within a fairly short time would almost certainly lead the Arabs to 

reduce or cut off oil as they did in 1973-74. The prospect that a new 

crisis would again drive the consuming nations apart highlights the 
; 

need for an early settlement and for an agreed American-European·· 

Japanese approach to it. 

This does not mean that the dDplomatic roles would not be 

different; the United States will continue to be more directly and 

deeply involved than Europe or Japan in the process of mediation and 

negotiation. But the negotiations should not be solely in American hands, 

with the others shut out, nor should the latter take refuge in statements 
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of policy publicly placating the Arabs which make more difficult the 

task of reaching a negotiated settlement. All should know the shape of 

an emerging settlement, especially if they are going to be involved 

in guaranteeing it. In fact, A~erican, European and Japanese ideas 

on the general shape of a settlement are not widely different.· 

An agreed approach, allowing wide scope for changing tactics and for 

the parties themselves to come together on the final terms, should 

increase the chances of both Hiddle East peace and of continued access 

to oil. 

J. A larger role in wurld affairs 

The oil-producing countries do not play a role in international 

consultations and decisions relating to the world economy commensurate 

with their now greatly increased wealth and power. The industrialized 

countries should encourage their increasing participation, both in 

international institutions and in informal association, in dealing 

with the familiar questions of .finance, trade, and development. · Vli th 

the gl-owing urgericyof.'problems such as the balance of food· and 

population, the effects of technological change, ,and protection of the 

world environment, the consuming and producing countries can cultivate 

responsible common interest in the exploration of possible responses 

and the building of new international institutions. 

4. Special relationships 

Another influence which may modify the picture of confrontation 

between consuming and producing countries as blocs at odds with each 

other over oil is the variety of political interests, cultural ties and 

other factors which differentiate individual members of one group from . 
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each other and strengthen relationships with countries on the other 

side. Thus, the fact that a European nation or the United States or 

Japan has a close association with a particular producing country based. 

on historic or cultural or security reasons is both natural and generally 

useful. It should be maintained and not c.ondemned on either side as 

a retreat to bilateralism or an attempt to break the solidarity of one 

or the other group. If OPEC or the Arab bloc loses cohesion, it will 

be because the members are fol~owing their own interests as they see 

them, not because of outside manipulation. The Middle East in particular 

is a region of many conflicting local· interests, and oil solidarity 

has not displaced all other considerations. Some Middle East states, 

after all,are not fortunate enough to be major producers of oil.. 

On the economic side, many factors of common interests to producers 

and consumers can help to persuade the former to maintain cooperation. 

For the most part it is a matter of linking what they have (oil money) with 

what the industrialized countries can offer (technology, management 

skills, many types of goods) to produce what the:{ want (rapid develop

ment, a place in the sun, long-run security). The following list of 

items indicates how wide is the scope for cooperation. 

1. National deVelopment programs 

The highest priority goes to helping the producir~ countries carry 

out their programs for the inprovement of agriculture and the growth 

of basic industries. Besides meeting their wants, rapid development 

vdll promote exports of the industrialized couiltries and cut dovm the 

oil money balances. 
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2. Oil-related industries 

The building of petroleum-related industries such as refining 

and petrochemicals in the producing countries is natural and inevitable. 

The consuming countries should provide help, even though the temporary 

effect will be to create competition for their own industries and to 

increase their dependence on imports. 

J. Exploration for oil and gas 

Similar considerations apply to further exploration for oil 

and gas in the producing countries. The e:ffort required for it might 

better be used to develop energy ai home. But if a basic purpose is 

to create a many-sided structure of cooperation, this side can hardly 

be left out. It is obviously related to the willi~aness of the producing 
to 

countries to continue/supply oil from existing wells. 

4. Development of nuclear ~~d other sources of energy 

The producing countries, even those with the largest reserves, 

are acutely aware that their oil is not inexhaustible. The industrial-

ized countries can help them to prepare for the day when they will look . 
! 

to other sources. Nuclear projects for desalination and generation 

of industrial power and joint experiments in solar energy would 

serve this aim. 

5.· Investment of oil money in the developed countries 

A wide field for cooperation exists in decisions on the investment 

of oil producers' surplus funds in the consuming countries. This side 

of the economic relationship provides for the first time a cou.~ter-

part to the more familiar one of the flow of investment in the other 

direction. It creates mutuality, with each side having an interest in 

C!.l."'l inflow of resources for development and a concern for retaini:ng 

control of fundamental economic· decisions. In addition to profitable 
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investment, the oil-producing states presumably have an interest in 

helping the consuming states to avoid serious economic dislocation or 

collapse under the burden of payments for oil, which could disrupt 

their own economies as well. 

The investment of producing countries ' surplus oil funds in the 

development of energy in the developed countries is a· special case, 

for it raises the question whether they will wish to contribute to 

the erosion of the bargaining position they now enjoy. They may find 

that it is in their interest t"o do so, since oil will always be a· 

premium fuel and the development of energy elsewhere will tend to make 

their own reserves last longer. Involvement in this type of under

taking could help create in oil-producing and industrialized countries 

alike a habit of looking together at the total energy situation in 

the long-term and as a world problem. 

6. Negotiations on the supply and price of oil 

Since the price of oil is now determined by the decisions of 

producing states rather than by the market or by private oil companies, 

it is inevitable that prices will be the subjectiof discussion and 

negotiation between governments. Leaders of consuming countries have 

appealed directly for the lowering of prices, and leaders of producing 

countries have stated publicly why they do not do so, linking the 

question to inflation of currencies and the prices of other goods. 

This is a subject on which governments should talk seriously in private 

rather than polemically in public. There are obvious limits on how 
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far trade and prices should or can be h~~dled on a government-to-

governr:1ent basis, but OPEC is not an ordinary phenomenon and the price 

of oil threatens the industrialized worl~ with possible disaster. If 

discussions about the price of food, fertilizer, and other commodities 

can lead to greater understanding of difficulties on both sides and 

open the possibility of a better situation in respect of ·the supply 

and the price of oil, then they are well worth undertaking. This is, 

of course, a world problem, an. especially urgent one from the 

standpoint of those LDCs unable to pay current prices for any of the 

essentials they have to import. There is and can be no easy way to 

meet it. But we can begin by recognizing that those who stress the 

linkage between the price of oil and that of other goods have a point. 

There should be no hard and fast rules on how to approach the oil-

producing countries either on oil matters alone or on the broader 

possibilities of.cooperation. The private international oil companies 

are no longer in a position where they can make decisions or negotiate 
_i 

effectively with producing states concerning the levels of production 

or the price of oil. In the situation of the past year in which supplies 

were uncertain, consuming countries have naturally turned to whatever 

methods appeared to promise some assurance that they would continue to 

get oil. A number of them made bilateral agreements with producing 

states. Some of these agreements contain specifics on oil deliveries 

and prices over fixed periods; some specify goods and services to be 

provided in return; others merely set a general framework of cooperation 

in many fields. Fortunately, this "scramble" for special arr~~ements 

did not do as .much harm to general consumer interests as some critics 

fee.red. 

I 
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There is much to be said for diversity of approach. As long as 

the general interest in equality of treatment is met ~~d bilateral 

deals neither push up the price of oil nor unduly restrict the. available 

supply, such arrangements need not be discouraged. Vlhen made within 

the bounds of an agreed strategy of consuming states, they may be 

useful in keeping open doors and raising the total quantity of 

available oil supplies. 

Similarly, the dialogue now begun between the E.E.C. and the ~xab 

League is a promising means of opening up discussion on a wide range 

of possible cooperation between European and Arab countries. The 

United States, Canada, and Japan have no reason to object to such 

discussions or the agreements which emerge from them, again with the 

proviso that they are in accord •nth an agreed general strategy and 

do not damage the general or particular interests of others. 

Seen in the large and v~th the assumption that political leaders 

will not deliberately invite chaos, the energy crisis has its positive 
; 

aspects. If its opportunities are grasped on both sides, it can open 

the way to a large-scale multiplication and flowering of economic and 

political relationships involving the Trilateral cou.~tries with the 

oil-producing countries. If the initial period of shock and stress 

can be surmounted and the process of cooperation c~~ gain momentum, 

the vexed questions of price, recycling, hot.money, and production 

cuts may be dealt with in the perspective of a gro;ring mutuality of 

interest. 
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IX. Development of Energy in the Trilateral Region 

We have already stressed the need for a common long-term strategy 

for the development of energy resources in the Trilateral countries 

themselves. The nature of this endeavor is determined to a large 

extent by the fact that theresources in question are unevenlY distributed. 

North P.merica has a strong position in current production and proven . 

reserves of fossil fuels, plus a vast potential for the production of· 

oil from shale and tar sands when the technology for its extraction 

is further improved •. Europe, except for North Sea oil and gas and a 

declining coal industry, .is in a much less favorable position, and Japan 

has practically no natural fuel resources. 

·This situation has obvious political implications. If the United 

States vath its Project Independence and Canada with a. national energy 

policy develop their respective resources only to fill their. own needs,· 

the Europeans and Japanese will surely question the usefulness of

international solidarity on other aspects of the energy problem, not 

to speak of other matters. Nuclear energy cannot,.promise them 

substantial relief from heavy dependence on OPEC oil for .a long time. 

They have an obvious interest in the development of North American 

fossil fueL resources for the purpose of sharing in the increased 

production. 

It may not be easy for the United States and Canada to accept 

the proposition that their energy reserves should be exploited, and 

exhausted, more rapidly than they would plan in the light only of 

.... ·o 
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their ovm long-term requirements. There is need for full and frruL~ 

discussion, within each country and in international discourse,· in 

order to find an agreed balance and the reconciliation of natioanl 

and general interests. The concept of national sovereignty unlimited 

by a more general interest is as strongly held in such ~atters in the 

industrial countries as in those less developed nations throughout 

the world which are now completing the process of asserting the same 

concept at the expense of fore~gn oil companies. 

Yet if the solidarity and cooperation of the Trilateral countries 

is necessary and desirable for reducing dependence on OPEC, for· emergency 

sharing, for coping vdth high oil prices, for moving ahead to develop 

nuclear power and other forms of energy for the future, then it should 

be valid as well for the development of known resources, wherever their 

location, within the Trilateral area. 

Development of these resources on a large scale vdll require 

large new investments, as well as guarantees that the resulting high-

cost energy will in fact have a market. The horn~ countries should 
f 

welcome the added foreign capital, and participating foreign interests 

would have to share in the risks and in the guarantees. 

Governments of the Trilateral countries should try to agree on 

a set of general rules covering the priority of development of various 

resources, the degree of domestic and outside participation in invest-

ment, estimated volume of production, and the availability of a portion 
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of the product for the export market. Under appropriate legislation, 

private and mixed and public companies might all have a role. There 

is room for wide variety in practice, allowing scope for private 

enterprise and market forces to do what they can do inore efficiently 

than governments. But gove~£nts will set the rules, either unilaterally 

or by international agreement. The wider the area of agreement, the 

better the chances for an overall long-term strategy to work. The 

sensitivities of Canada or Norway, of Britain or of the United States, 

are fully understood, and their sovereign governments have the last 

word, but our countries are not closed national preserves. It is 

legitimate and desirable, for example, .that American companies should 

participate in the production of North Sea oil, Japanese companies in 

the mining of American coal, or an EEC consortium in the processing 

of Canada's tar sands. 

This question is of the greatest significance as a test of 

Trilateral solidarity. Will it be seen as a conflict of national 

versus foreign ~terests, or of haves versus have1nots, or as an 

opportunity for contributions of different kinds to be made by all in 

the interest of a viable economy for the entire Trilateral region? 

If our nations do not succeed in finding common ground in dealing with 

themselves, it is.difficult to see how they can stay together in 

. dealing with the oil-producing countries. 
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X. Social and Political Change 

When the Arab states restricted oil exports in the winter of 

1973-74, the peoples of the industrial countries had a taste of the 

potential effects of energy shortage on tqeir daily lives. It did 

not last long, and the reappearance of adequate supplies of oil brought 

a return to "business as usual. ,; There can be little doubt, however, 

that more serious shortages of energy and more drastic adjustment of 

economic patterns and social lifestyles lie ahead. Renewal by the Arab 

states of embargoes and cuts in exports, perhaps more severe than the 

last time, is a serious possibility. The emergency sharing plan.now 

agreed among the 12 countries of the Energy Coordinating Group·would 

help to cushion the effects by a rational and equitable distribution of 

the shortfall in supplies, but it cannot provide replacement oil 

beyond what is in the stockpiles. The public would have to accept 

severe limits on every non-essential use of energy. 

A second and more certain engine of change and disruption is 

the financial hurricane which has already struck ~d will grow worse. 

The drain on the money supply caused mainly by high oil prices is 

forcing one consuming country after another to take measures in self 

defense, the effect. of which is felt largely at home. 

Thirdly, the long-term energy strategy recommended by this report 

as the best course toward a more secure future will make very hea~J 

demands on governments and on the public, particularly in the area of 
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c. 
energy conservation, requiring considerable degree of voluntary 

A 

cooperation and of acceptance, voluntary or involuntary, of govern-

mental regulation of personal lives. 

The nations most vulnerable to the present financial squeeze 

such as Japan, Italy and France, have already taken austerity programs 

of their own to limit oil imports 13.nd to economize on consumption. It 

is natural that the process takes place piecemeal, for governments do 

not generally take unpopular measures until they have to. One may, 

however, ask why other consuming nations do not also take action, 

because the earlier defensive measures are put into effect the better 

the defense will be and the less severe the crisis. And if a policy 

of stress on conservation and economy in the use of energy makes 

sense for the long run, the time to begin is now. 

Not all our governments are strong, and it is a virtue of 

democracy that it is sensitive to the public mood. It is a real 

question, therefore, whether the sacrifices which the situation calls for 

will in fact be accepted by powerful elements in the body politic, be 

they trade unions, civil servants, business men, or an undefined 
; 

mass of ordinary citizens. In such cases, there is political instabjlity 

whether a government tries to face the crisis or tries to avoid it. 

Political chaos or the coming of anti-democratic forces to power in 

any of the Trilateral countries would be a most serious danger for 

their common security. 

It is not possible to avert such dangers with neat formulas 

for solidarity and cooperation. Nevertheless, engagement in a common 

effort, both vnthin a nation and across national borders, can 
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strengthen all who participate in it. All our coimtries will have 

to get along with less energy. Let them equalize burdens by adopting 

parallel measures of conservation and social adjustment. Let them 

consult on setting standards, on prioriti~s in the allocation of energy 

to different uses, on location of industry, patterns of housing, 

reconstruction of transport systems, and on weeding out the baubles 

with which the past few decades have bedecked our Western civilization. 

Each nation will have to make its own decisions on how the necessary 

elements of social discipline, governmental control, and changes in 

customary lifestyles can be reconciled with the vital need to preserve 

civic freedoms and democratic institutions. The steadiness required of 

governments and the dedication and self-discipline required of the people 

vdll be comparable to the test of war. Those qualities can hardly 

be sustained unless the people are convinced that the enterprise is 

a vital one and that their efforts are being matched by those of. 

their allies. 

XI. General.Conclusions i 

1. The common enterprise for long-run independence and adequacy 

of supply in energy is vital to the security and welfare of our 

societies. 

2. A long-term common strategy for conservation and development 

of energy is essential to the success of that enterprise. 

3. The energy problem is crftical to the whole complex of world 

economic relations. If the response of governments to its stress 

and crises is nationalistic and protectionist, the system of trade 

and payments will be in grave danger and the economic competition will 

poison political relations. Conversely, if the en-ergy problem can 
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he met by purposeful joint action, the results should be reflected 

in other fields as well. 

4. The economies of the Trilateral countries are now exposed to 

great stress from inadequately controlled. economic forces such as 

inflation, monetary instability, depletion of reserves and the piling 

up of huge surpluses of oil money.· The system lacks a constructive 

enterprise through which governments can find the political will and 

public support to move to higher ground. In the experience of that 

central enterprise, the energy strategy, our nations can begin to 

lay the foundations of a more durable international order. 

5. The espousal and successful execution of a long-range strategy 

on energy by the Trilateral countries will create, in effect, an energy 

community. The institutional forms this community takes ~~11 be less 

important than the fact of agreement on .essential policy and close 

collaboration in carrying it out. 

6. The Trilateral countries, although necessarily concentrating 

on their own energy needs and on relations among themselves, should 

not attempt to build. an exclusive community or to assume an attitude 
I 

of confrontation with other groups of nations. V/ith a .new confidence 

of their own, they should seek to establish a network of collaboration 

with the oil-producing countries, keep open the doors to the communist 

states, and edist the support of both those groups in aiding the 

poorest nations of the world. 
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' 

Energy Consumntion 
(million metric tons of coal equivalent) 

l972 l975 l982 
actual estimate projected at 2% annual increase 

United States 2,424·. 79 2,573-2 3,l36.7 

Canada 235.0l 249.4 304.0 . 

Japan 344.55 366.0 466.l 

EEC l,l80.42 l,252.7 l,527.0 

Source: United Nations, Statistical Yearbook l973, pp. 348-350. 

; 
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United States 
Domestic Oil 
Domestic Gas 
Coal 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Shale 
Total Production 

Projected Total 
Consumption 

Import Gap 

Canada 
Domestic Oil 
Domestic Gas 
Coal 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Tar Sands 
Total Production 

Projected Total 
Consumption 

Import Gap 

EEC 
Domestic Oil 

·Domestic Gas. 
Coal 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Total ProdU<;tion 

Projected Total 
· Consumption 

Import Gap 

Jauan 
-~ 

Coal 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Total Production 

Projected Total 
Consumption 

Import , Gap . 
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